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1
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««· attach <1 on the orii»'lna' w It to redeem
real
c*fc'te situ
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Tltnothr S Dote η ami Avis A. iMen 'luring
their natural Urea.
Date«l at Hartfonl the 4th lav of April. Ρ.*·δ
S. C WITHINGTON.
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ΚΟΚ SEED

XKW

CM-

ENGLAND

OATS AND

POTA-

making

grain by

perpetuate the species. If we want
corn fur the silo we go south for the
seed because it will produce a greater
growth of the silage material. Farmers
in northern New Kugland like the Canada seed corn because it wdl mature in
fewer days tliau any other. The oat
of
crop does better in the northern parts
New Englaud than in the southern states.
Λ rather cool climate suits the oat and
the grain will be larger and heavier. I
would prefer such seed over that grown
in my own state or others on the same
latitude. If I were unable to keep my
potatoes through the winter without
having them exhaust their vitality by
growing long sprouts iu the cellar belore planting them, I would prefer to
get my seed from Maine or at some
point so far north that they would remaiu dormant tΊΙ time to put tlieiu in
Under these conditions
the ground.
here is some sense in changing seed,
but for one neighbor to carry his seed
.1 mile οι less to exchange tor seed that
h.is grown on a different s >il does not
appeal to my reason in the least degree.
I do, however, believe in growiug seed
specially for seed instead «if taking it
from the biu or the common stock. It
is a commendable practice to select seed
corn in the tield while growing, aud
to gel
plautiug the best of it by itself
seed for the maiu crop the following
year. If grain be the main object theu
look for stalks with two or more ears,
aud when the lower one is of fair size
take tha' in preference to the upper one
This will iucline the variety to produce
with less growth of
ears low down and
stalk
A variety can be considerably
modified iu this ν ay in a few years.
When a careless ■ armer, who has never
taken any pains in the selection of seed,
who has
procures a stock from someone
for many years taken special pains iu
this regard the result will generally be
quite marked. Such a farmer may well
believe iu changing seed, (ioverumeut
officials iu the agricultural department
of Canada have recently been encouraging farmers to collect the best heads of
wheat and other graius for experiment
purposes in improving varieties. Any
farmer can do this who will give thought
subject.

Pulp Wood the comCorrespondence solicited.

All kinds of

ing

year.

H. D. COLE,

Bryant's

April r2th, 1905.

Pond, Me.

Notice.
I'ricen of Ice for season of 1905 and
until further notice.

FAMILY TRADE.
I"»
M

pounds daily

£>
;{0
tio

per

month,

.71

«

"

"

"

44

1 00
1.25

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

"

1.50

u

44

44

44

1.75

It'Ε FOR ICE CREAM.

pounds 5c.,
(Ktunds 15c.
20

50

100

pounds lllc.,

Shaved Ice per bushel 15c.
Shaved Ice per half bushel 10c.

WHOLESALE.
All customers taking 500 pounds and
delivery *1.50 per ton. Less

over at one

pounds at one delivery $2.00 per
Partners supplied at ice house as

than 500
too.

wauted at $1.50 per ton.

E. BENNETT,

C.

Dealer in Ice,
soi rii

λ\i> NOHWAY.

pakis

Pianos.

representing the finest line of
pianos ever exhibited in New England.
1 will make my headquarters at the
Andrews House, South Paris, from April
I will have
'-'4th, until further notice.
a large list of bargains in new and second
I sell for cash
hand pianos and organs.
or easy payments, taking old instrument.»
in exchange.
I also sell the latest and, by far, the
1

atn

The
best piano player υη the market.
possibilities of this player are unlimited.

A |Mt.>,tal card will briug you catalogue»
with any information you may desire.
See me before you buy, as my prices are
the lowest ever offered.
I. Ο Y S. EYSTER, South i'aris, Maine,
or 211 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Wanted.
PEELED PULPWOOD.
Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
ami Poplar dflivrred at
any «talion.

Ε. h. PIKE,

MAINE

WEST PARIS,

BLOOD CIRCULATION
—

BY MK vNS or

Vibration
cures

all

pains

and aches

no

mat-

ter what the cause-

Vibration is life; S*ugnati<n is
death.
6,000 vibrations per minute.
No Drug<>, no Plasters, no ElecConsultation and advice
tricity.
free.
Office hours, 9 A M to 11 A.
M.,

7

p. m.

to

OR.

8:3ο

P. M

PARMENTER,

Oppoelte Opera Hotue,

Sonny, Me.

give spec-tl

breeding
question
improved by
of the most productive hills at digging
time for planting the foll"wing year.

Planting potat" tubers either cut or
whole, instead of the seed from seedballs is much like propagatiug trees
from scions or hardy garden flowering
plants by division. The uew plant will
be like the old one every time, or may
be expected to be like it. The early
rose potato as we have l>ave it now has
been propagated by division many years.
The same is true of some other varieties.
Some farmers believe that such varieties teud towards ruuning out, while
others claim that they are getting as
tiue crops uow as they were thirty years
But these men have been careful
ago.
iu growing the crop and in selecting and
keeping the seed tubers sound and
strong till the time for planting. Another open question is in regard to the
use of large or small tubers for planting.
Most writers for the press advocate
selecting large seed while some of the
most successful growers have for many,
little
many years selected a size just a
too small for market and have seen no
Mr.
cause to change from that course.
Edmund Hersey of ilingham, Mass.,
followed that practice for as many as
ten years as an experiment, using large
seed at the same time for comparison
and found the smaller size equal or betI have knowu a
ter than the larger.
case where planting small seed ran out a
variety in a few years. It was as long
a popular
ago as the Peachblow was
variety. In a field of them one could
hills
of
the
having
always find part
leaves.
dwarfish viues with curly
inferior
These always produced small,
tubers, and when planted the new crop
was
always like the seed. It was a
serious defect in the variety. A farmer
who planted small seed at that time
fouud after a while that the main crop
was becoming smaller and smaller each
the planting of
year. It was due to
these diseased tubers in increasing proportion from year to year. Some farmers who raise several varieties of potatoes each year are not particular iu keeping the varieties distinct at harvest time,
but let them get mixed in storage.
Early and late sorts should never be
Mixed varieties
mixed in the field.
If I were
never sell well in market.
making a specialty of potato growing 1
would certainly select seed at diggiug
time from such hills as produced the
larger number of sizable tubers with
few small ones that would bo unfit for
market. The claim comes now from
some of the experiment statious that in
field of rotting potatoes there are
a
usually some hills that are able to resist
the disease, and that seed should be
saved from such disease-resisting plants.
How valuable such selection would be
will be better known after the experiments have been carried on a number of
years.—A. W. C'heever in Sew England
Farmer.
Air

Treatment

Cured

Apparently

Cow

Dead.

When

The hearty cooperation of the towns and cities, as well
as private individuals, has been a great
satisfactory

of satisfaction

source

ment.
The

indeed.

to

depart-

the

station at Orono,
director and entomologist,
has materially aided by issuing bulletins and taking part in the active work.
Many of the citieeand towns made
special appropriations for this work,
the banner town being York with an
appropriation of $1000. in addition to
about $500 paid by the Village Improvement Society and private individuals.
The whole of the infested territory,
fr«»m Kittery to Bar Harbor has been
carefully canvassed, and we feel justified in saying to the public that the
work has been so thoroughly done that
there need not be the lea*t apprehension as to the comfort of any one visitin·; our several resorts in the state durinc the coming summer.
As many letters of inquiry have been
received in regard to this matter, from
those out of the state who are accustomed to visit our resorts during July and
August, we have thought best to make
ι he above statement so that all may
know the real facts in the case.
At many resorts, after a most thorough search by an expert, no neste were
Found. In fact they were but thiuly
scattered over a greater part of the

through

experiment
its

territory.

From the Department of Agriculture.—
K. F. Hitchings in Turf, Farm and
Home.
What to Cut for Scions.

Kiiitor of Maine Farmer: In seeking
information about grafting I want to
use your paper, and hope that you or
of our skilful orchardists will
«••me

kindly advise.

i have had some experience in grafting
ipple trees and with fair success. In
talking with a man who has done such
work 1 find that he usee only the twigs
that grow on the end of the limbs, and
will not use "suckers" for scions. H»·
says that the former will get to bearin
sooner than the scion cut from tt>
<m ker sprouts and that the latter havn
tendency to make larger wood grow:
us»
Another man
with less fruit.
<prouts to cut scions from entirely.
If there is any difference I would lik
to know as I intend to have about fif1
young trees grafted this spring an
would like to avoid mistakes. I alwould like to know what and how mil·
influence is exerted on the styl·· ;>
Flavor of the fruit of a scion by the *··.
un which it is grafted.
Inquikkk
Hiram, Me.
Our correspondent is right in want >
"to avoid mistakes'* in his graftin.
In all orchard work too many careless'
rush into mistakes only later on t·
realize the losses resulting therefrom
It would seem there is enough known in
the management of orchard trees, though
it may never have all been written, so
that no owner need make a mistake, if
he will but take the proper steps to
learn the "know how" before he enter*
upon the mistakes.
We presume the two different parties
consulted by our correspondent use the
»ame kind of new growth for scions, the
confusion coming from what is meant
by "suckers" and "sprouts."
The writer grew up in an orchard aud
has had something to do with fruit
trees every year of his active life, and
we
will stake the reputation of the
Maine Farmer that if "Inquirer" will
cut his scions from the last year's thrifty
and well ripened growth of bearing
limbs he will thus far make no mistake.
As to the etock in which a scion is set
having an influence on the quality of
the fruit grown on the scion, we give it
up! You will And some who "know" it
does, and many others who don't believe
it. The editor doesn't see why the
question has any importance; you graft
the stock you waut changed and you
<et the kind you want. "Nature never
hangs a Baldwin on a Sweet Bough
branch."—Maine Farmer.

FARMERS
OF

CAN OUT

A

iftpieplillpi,

ashore on the northwest s.'de of the island.
Except for
the cove formed by the coral reef, with
its mysterious palm tree growing apparently in the midst of the waves, the
shape of the roast was roughly that
of the concave side of a bow, the two
visible extremities being about threequarters of a mile apart
He guessed by the way In which the
sea raced past these points that the
land did rut extend beyond them. Be-

death."
She covertly watched his preparations. He tore a dry leaf from a notebook and broke the bullet out of a

cartridge, «lamping the powder with
Smearing
water froiu a pitcher plant.
the composition on the paper, lie placed

it in the sun, where it dried at once,
lie gathered a small bundle of withered spines from the palms and arrang-

hind him ii rose steeply to a considerable helgnt. 150 or 2(R> feet. In the center was the tallest hill, which seemed
to end abruptly toward the southwest.
On the northeast side it was cc.mect·

the driftwood ou top, choosing a
place for his bonfire just within the
Then inserting the touch pa*
slii.de.
per among the spines lie unscrewed
one of the lenses of the binoculars,
converted it into a burning glass and
had a line blaze r -ring merrily In a
ed

ed with a rocky promontory by a ridge
of easy grade. The sailor turned to the
sov.thwest as offering the most likely
direction for rapid survey.
He was not surprised to find that
the hill terminated in a sheer wall of
rock, which stood out, ominous and
ui.'.i iive. from the wealth of verdure
clothing the remainder of the ridge.
Pacing the precipice and separated
from it by a strip of ground not twenty feet above the sea level in the highest part was another rock built eminence quite bare of trees, bluckencd by
the weather and scarred in a manner
that atte<ti'd the attacks of lightning.
The intervening belt was sparsely
dotted with trees, casuarinas, ροοιι and

few minutes. With the aid of pointed
sticks he grilled some slices of ham,
cut with his clasp knife, which he first
carefully cleaned in the earth. The
biscuits were of the variety that become soft when toasted, and s» lie balanced a few by stones near the tire.
Iris forgot her annoyance in her InA most appetizing smell filled
terest.

the air.
They were having a picnic
Yesamidst delightful surroundings.
terday at this time— She almost yielded
to a rush of sentiment, but forced it
back with instant determination. Tears
were a poor resource, unmindful of
God's goodness to herself and her comWithout the sailor, what
panion.

j

with your sleeve it will serve as a
plate. Luncheon Is ready."
lie neatly dished up two slices ot
ham ou a couple of biscuits and handed them to her with the clasp knife.
"I can depend on my tiugers," he ex
plained. "It will not be the tirst time." ι

and(

—

drop-:, he found that they

were

quit*

The saud and porous rock provided the bc.;t of filter beds.
He rose, well pleased, and noted that
on the opposite side the appearance
of tlie_shrubB and tufts of long grass
indicated the existence of η grown ovei
path toward the cliff. He followed it.
walking carelessly, with eyes seeking
the pro:«pect beyond, when something
rattled and cracked beneath his feet
sweet.

Looking down, he
he was trampling

was

horrified to fluii

skeleton.
Had a venomous snake coiled its glisteuing folds aroend his leg he would
not have been mo re startled. But thii·
on a

of iron nerve soon recovered. He
frowned deeply after the first involunman

tary heart throb.
With the stick he cleared away the
undergrowth and revealed the skeleton
of a man. The bones were big and
strong, but oxidized by the action of
the air. Jenks had injured the left
tibia by his tread, but three fractured
ribs and a smashed shoulder blade tohi
'Π.

biiùii'x uxrs s."ιοί into t!>C Ι'.'ί,οοΛ.

fjo;I had restored his faculties. The
be made before giving it up.
thought JrtMinil.v, as ho stoiv.l
During recent years alfalfa has been girl
that she had
successfully grown where formerly it there in his rough attire,
In the past uevcr seen a ilutr man. lie was tall
was thought impracticable.
1» repose his
two or three years a number of farmers sinewy und well formed.
Its
have tried it in this state with some suc- face was pleasant, if masterful.
The Maine Agricultural Experi- somewhat sullen, self contained excess.
ment Station began experimenting with
pression was occasional and acquired.
Turkestan grown seed a year ago.
She wondered how he could be so euer
Montana grown seed has been found by
Personally she was cousumed
the United States Department of Agri- getic.
culture to be as hardy as Turkestan, with sleepiness.
lie produced a revolver.
and the Secretary of Agriculture has
"L)o you mind if I tire a shot to test
kindly furnished the Station with a
limited amount of Moutana seed. It is these cartridges?" he inquired. "The
inoculated with the bacteria that from powder is all right, but the fulminate
the root tubercles whioh are essential to In the caps may be damaged."
the most successful growth of this plant.
He pointed
She agreed promptly.
We have enough seed so that a hundred
the weapon at a cluster of cocoanuts,
a quarter of an
each
can
grow
people
was a loud report. Two nuts
Some of this seed has been ruu and there
acre.
was fillthrough a machine to "scratch" the fell to the grouud, and the air
outer seed coats with the thought that ed with shrill screams and the flapping
this may
improve its germination. of innumerable wings. Iris was moEnough seed for oue-fonrth acre will be mentarily dismayed, but her senses
given away to Maine farmers on con- continued the sailor'· explanation
dition that they will follow the cultural "Sea birds."
direction furnished with the seed, and
"Cau you use a revolver?" he asked.
will report their success or failure to
"My father taught me. He think·
the station. If any one desires to grow
"
every woman should know how to deof the "scratched
a half acre, enough
seed for au additional quarter of an acre fend herself If need be."
"Excellent.
will be sent. Those desiring some of
Well, Miss Deane, yon
this seed should write the undersigned
must try to sleep for a couple of hours.
in
out
sent
will
be
seed
at once, as the
I purpose examining the coast for some
—

Should you
distance on each side.
want tue, a shot will be the best sort
of slgual."
"I am very tired," she admitted.
"But you?"
"Oh, I am all right! I feel restless—
that is, I mean I will not he able to
sleep until night comes, and before we
climb the hill to survey our domain I
want to find better quarters than w·
now

posses·."

Perhaps were she lees fatigued the
would have caught the vague anxiety,
the note of distrust, in his voice. But
the carpet of sand and leaves on which
•he lay was very seductive. Her ey··
closed. She nestled into a comfortable petition «ad eltgt.

"What Is the mutter?" he gasped.
don't know!" she wailed
"Oh. I
brokenly. "I had a dream, such a horrible dream. You were struggling with
She
some awful tliiurr down there."
pointed to tl:e rocks.
"I was υi>t near the place." he said
IaV:>r!auis!y. It cost hh:: an effort to
II * broad < !.c.t expanded
bveaihe.
Incl.o1» w!'Ji o.ich respln'.tbn.
But I
understand.
"Voy. yc·.. I
awoke and ran to save y.»u. When I
s »u;ell:ing.
a thing
rot l...e I
w! !i vr?.rlr.~. artnn. and tired. It vanIk! cd. fli.J Γ. οί y ju c.i:.;e."
Tl:o r,;:ilo:· walked slowly to the
rocks. Λ fresh chip out of the stone
showed wl ere the bullet struck. One
Life bjwlder was wOt. as If water had
bte:i splashed over It. He halted and
looked Intently into the water. Not a
lish w::s tj be seen, but small spirals
of sand were eddying up from the bottom. where It shelved steeply from

the shore.
Ills followed him. "See!" she cried
excitedly. "I was not mistaken. There
was something here."
Λ creepy sensation ran up the man's
spine and passed behind his ears. At
this spot the drowned I.hscars were
IjTntT Like an inspiration came the
knowledge that the cuttletlsh. the
dreaded octopus, abounds in the China
sea.

Ills face was livid when he turned to
"You are overwrought by faIlls.

other woods he did not know, resembling ebony and cedar. A number ot
stumps showed that the ax had l>oeu
at work, but not recently. Ile passed
into the deft and climbed a tree that
As he expected,
oJTe.vd easy access.
after rising a few feet from the ground
his eyes encountered the solemn blue
line of the sea, not half a mile distant
He descended and commenced a sys
Men had been here.
tematic search.
Was there a house? Would he sudden

ly encounter some hermit Malay 01
Chinaman'.'
At the foot of the main cliff was a
cluster of fruit bearing trees—plan
tains, ureca nuts and cocoa palius. A
couple of cinchonas caught his eye. In
one spot the undergrowth was rauk
"Have you led an adventurous life?",
The cassava, 01
and vividly green.
she asked, by way of polite conversa- ;
tapioca plant, reared its high passion
tlon.
tiower leaves above the grass, and
"No," he growled.
soaie sago pnluis thrust aloft thelt
"I only thought so because you aptrunks.
for thick stemmed
pear to know all sorts of dodges
"Here is a ί·!ΐ;·"·;β of menu, at any
I never
existence—
thiugs
prolonging
rate," he communed.
heard of.
Breaking a thick branch off a poon
Inbiscuits—for
"Broiled ham—and
tree, he whittled away the minoi
stance?"
stems. A strong stick was needful tc
At another time Iris would have
tliut leafy fastness thoroughly
explore
snapited at him for the retort. Still
A few cautious strides and vigorous
humtily regretful for lier previous at- whacks with the stick laid bare tlit
titude. she answered meekly:
cause of such prodigality iu a soil cov"Yes, in this manner of cooking them.
ered with drifted sand and lumps ol
items—
other
are
But
there
I mean.
black and white speckled coral. Thi
water,
Ares,
finding
methods of lightiug
trees an,! bushes inclosed a well—safe
articles
knowing wnat fruits and other
in fact, from being choked
guarded,
such
may be found on a desert island,
with sand (luring the first gaie mm
as plantains and eocoanuts and certain
blew.
I
sorts of birds."
Delighted with this discovery, mor*
Jenks
ended
was
uieal
the
When"
than diamonds at the mo
precious
Best
feet.
sprang lightly to his
for he doubted the advisability
mont
of existing on the water supply of tli«
pitcher plant—he knelt to peer into the
excavation. The well lmd been properly made. Ten feet dowu he could set
the reflection of his face. Expert baud*
had tapped the secret reservoir of the
island.
By stretching to the full extent of his arm lie managed to plunge
the stick into the water. Tasting tht

should

Editor Maine Farmer: I have noticed
in the Maine Farmer during the pist
winter the sterilized air cure advocated
for milk fever. I have given it a fair
trial and find it ail that it is claimed to
I was called to a case of milk fever
be.
-March £1 about β p. st. The cow was a
very valuable Jersey and was at that
time to all appoarance dead, in the judgI at once forcment of the by-stauders.
ed the sterilized air into her udder and
in about two hours she could wink and the order that the requests are received.
io eight hours she was on her feet. At
Tours truly,
the same time I gave my milk fever
Chas. D. Woods, Director.
drops every half hour. As soon as she
Orono, Maine, April 7, 1905.
a
was on her feet I administered
heavy
dose of physic.
In discussing the needed stamnia in
At this writing, March 2H, the cow is
breeding stock the Breeder's Gazette
This is the second case
as well as ever.
claims that "in the Northern States we
of milk fever that I have treated with house our
breeding cattle too much for
the sterilized air with the same good their own
good; we want more open
result·.
sheds and fewer air-tight cow barns."
J. H. Black, D. V. S.
But we have cold winters, and just bow
Read field, Me.
to balance the cold and the shelter is an

quietly.
They were flung

ly. "1 do n:»t drink wine."
"You must break the pledge while
It is oftei>
you are here. Miss Deane.
very cold at night in this latitude. A
chill would mean fever and perhaps

would have become of her, even were
she thrown ashore while still Uvlngl
She knew none of the expedients which
seemed to be at his command.
"('an I do nothing to help?" she exclaimed. So contrite was her tone that
Jenks was astonished.
"Yes," he said, pointing to the dish
"If you polish the top of thai
cover.

Copyright. 1903. by

The uiuii moved tlie revolver out 01
liarm'H way to a spot where she must
boo it instantly. pulled his sou'wester
well over his eyes and walked off

'lue sailor eyed the concluding item
with disfavor. "Not while the sun U
up," he wild. "In the evening, yes."
"It was for you." explained Iris cold

SUPPLY

question!—Maine Farmer.
T^e starch factories in Aroostook open
have started up and are taking care of
Good potatoes
When a cow that has been a faithful
t ady or gentleman of fair education to travel the surplus potatoes.
much to grind up for deliverer of milk becomes fractious, the
for a βπη of $l».00u capital.
Salary #1.07* |ter are worth as
starch as they sell for at the shipping fault can always be traoed to the milkyear and eipeaeee, paid weekly. Addreea
stations.—Maine Farmer.
man.—Maine Farmer.
M. PBBCIVAL, Sooth Paria. M·.
Hailed.

TRACY

S Κ Kl>.

While it is still doubtful if alfalfa can
be successfully grown in Maine,. it is
such a desirable plant, both for fodder
and for hay, that many more attempts

lagoon.

By LOUIS

Can Alfalfa be Grown in Maine?
ΜΛΙΧΚ

Panting nud wild eyed. .Tonka was at
the girl's side In nil Inconceivably short
space of time. She vas not beneath
the shelter of the grove. but on the
eacdx. gazing, pallid In cheek and Hp,
at the group of'rocks on the edge of the

Wings of the
J Morning

untiring

the work.
The responsibility of this act was
placed upon the Department of Agriculture.
It is a common belief among many
As soon as the act was approved tbe
fanners that there is great advantage
of Agriculture immeCommissioner
in changing seeds with one another;
an entomologist, as
appointed
diately
that plants do better from seed grown
the act, and also employed
by
required
two
farmers
in smue other locality; that
tifteen others, who were recommended
living a mile or a hundred miles apart
the town or city officials of the
by
of
an
will have better crops by
exchange
localities in the infected disseveral
his
own.
I
seed than if each planted
trict.
this
in
stock
much
taken
have never
The whole territory was carefully
claim, nor have I ever practiced it to
and each one of these several
mapped
in
time
that
is
true
It
extent.
plants
any
was given a definite section
will adapt themselves to the climate in employees
to canvass.
which they are grown, to some extent at
The work was of necessity, along
lu the coldei climate of Canada,
least.
educational lines, calling the attention
with its short summers, Indian corn maof the town officials, and other promitures in much less time than when
nent persons to tbe importance of a
growu in the southern states. It makes
prompt and thorough campaign against
at
and
atteuds
less stalk and foliage
have been very
which tu this pest. The results
of
the

ΤΙιυ sul)»«rll«t'r h reby xi·.*··* notice th.tt he L
i* l-ft-n <luly »pi»>lnt«"l a<liiitut»lrtttur >le
Γ. Λ. of the «Ml of
■
II CLIFFORD SKW MAS, late of ntxtiel I.
tl the County of Oxford, ileceawc<l, an·) (jlvin !1
..in·!·» a* thé law ΊΙπχΊβ. All (H'rmin» havlnu to the
tenia»·!* ajfalntt the entate of Aal<I >lecettM!<l arv
attention
It does pay t><
:i tlre<l to ureeent the sniue for ^ettlemeut, an«l
U> me HCieClU'U UI BCnia *'*
μίΛΐιιη, jUOl
a'! ln>lel>le<i thereto arv rv.)ue*ted to make |>-*y
ment Immediately
as it
pays to select the best animals
WILLIAM W. BLANCHARD.
from our yards tor
purposes,
Mar. il»t, Ι»Λ.
how much
it is still an op*-n
selectiou
potatoes can be

Wanted.

The Brown-Tall Moth In Maine.
A great deal of anxiety baa been felt
over our whole state and by many out·
side of her borders, in regard to the
advent of the brown-tail moth, whose
nests had been reported from different
localities in the state.
Tbe State Pomoiogical Society has
the credit of initiating a movement for
an active campaign against this insect
our
pest, by presenting an act before
recent legislature to provide for the prothe
from
tection of trees and shrubs
introduction and ravages of dangerous
insects.
The officers of the association have
in their efforts to aid in
been
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The

some

terrible unwritten story.

Beneath

the

mournful

relics

wevf

fragments of decayed cloth. It was
blue serge, l ying about were a few
blackened oujects. brass buttons mark-

ed with an anchor. The dead man's
boots were in the best state of preservation. but the leather had shrunk, and
the nails protruded like fangs.
A rusted pocketknife lay there, and
on the left breast of the skeleton rested a round piece of tiu, the top of a
canister, which might have reposed in
a coat pocket: Jenks picked it up.
Some curious marks and ligures were
punched into its surface. After a hasty
glance he put it aside for more leisure-

ly examination.

Ν > weapon was visible. Ile could
form no estimate as to the cause of the
de.ith of tirf.i poor unknown nor the
time rince the tragedy had occurred.
Jruks must have sto >d many minutes before he perceived that the skelAt first he Imageton was heidless.
ined that in rummaging about with the
stick he had disturbed the skull. But
the mast minute search demonstrated
that it had gone—had been taken away,
in f.ict—for the plants which so effectually screened the lighter bones would
not p"r:n!t the skull to vanl;h.
Tlu·:» the frown on the siilor's face
bee ::ie th:e.ten!ng. thruderous. He
lyc/letel t'.e rusty creese. indistinct
a.i'aii.iric··» of strain.; e tales of tiie China
sea crowded unbidden to bis brain.
"Dyaks!" he growle.l fiercely. "A

be obtainable when tbe tropical luxuriance of foliage outside was dispensed
with.
At present the interior was dark.
With tbe stick he tapped the walls and
roof. A startled cluck and the rush of
wings heralded the flight of two birds
alarmed by the noise. Soon hie eyes,
more accustomed to the gloom, made
out that the place was about thirty
feet deep, ten feet wide In the center
and seven or eight feet high.
At the farther end was a collection of
objects Inviting prompt attention. Each
moment he could see with greater distinctness. Kneeling on one side of the

little pile, he discerned that on a large
stone nerving ne a rude bench were
some tin utensils, some knives. a sextant and η quantity of empty cartridge
cases. Between the stone and what a
miner terms the "face" of the rock was
a four foot space. Here, half imbedded
In the sand which covered the floor,
were two

pickaxes,

a

shovel,

a

sledge

hammer, a tine timber felling ax and
three crowbars.
In the darkest corner of the cave's
extremity the "wall" appeared to be
very smooth. He prodded with the
stick, and there was a sharp clang of
tin. He discovered six square kerosene
jil cases carefully stacked up. Three
were empty, one seemed to be half full,
and the contents of two were untouched. With almost feverMi haste
lie ascertained that the half filled tin
did really contain oil.
"What a find!" he ejaculated aloud.
So far as he could Judge. the cave
harbored no further surprises. Returning toward the exit, his boots dislodge.!
more empty cartridges from the saud.

really w<f.e alone."

of

man

a

"What
tlgue. Miss Deane." he said.
He
yon saw was probably a seal."
ku< w the ludicrous substitution would
not be questioned. "Please go and lie
down a? a in."
"I cannot." she protested. "I am too

frightened."
"Frightened!

daylight!"
"But why are
alarmed youi"
"f'nti

s greed

vnn

By

a

you so

nslr?

nid

In broad

dream!

pale?
vou

What has

not

elve til·

signal?"

"Yes. burHe was
lier inquiring glance fell.
breathless from agitation rather tliun
running. He was perturbed on her ac:ouut. For un instant she had looked

There was relief in hearing his own
lie could hum and think and
act. Arming himself with the ax. he
attacked the budies and branches of
He cut a
trees in front of tbe cave.
fresh approach to the well aud threw
At first
the litter over the skeleton.
he was inclined to bury it where It
lay. but he disliked the idea of Iris
walking unconsciously over the place.
No time could be wasted that day. He
voice,

early opportunity
gravedigger.

would seize an
act as

to

After an absence or nrtie mort· man
hour lie rejoined the girl. She saw
him from afar and wondered whence
he obtained the ax he shouldered.
"You are η successful explorer," she
cried wl:en he drew near.
"Yes, Miss Den ne. I have found wa

an

ter, Implements,

a

shelter,

even

light."

"What sort of light?"
into his soul.
"I will go back." she said quietly
"Oil."
"tl.oui.l' 1 would rather acc.mipanj
"And the shelter—Is It a house?"
>'oii. What arc you doing?"
"No. a cure. If you are sufMciently
"Seeking a place to lay our heads." rested you might come and take pos
he answered, with gruIT c:ire!eJ3iiess. ses.iion."
You really must rest. Ml·:.» Deane.
Her eyes danced with excitement
LMherwise you will be broken up by He told her what he had seen, with
faiij-ut' and become ill."
reservations, and she ran on before
So Iris again sought her couch of him to witness these marvels.
sand, and the sailor returned t > the
"Why did you lu^ue a new path tc
skeleton. They separated unwillingly, the well?" she inquired after a rapid
each thinking only of the other's sale survey.
The pertinent ques
ty and coin fort.
"A new

pnth!"

A-

CHAPTER IV.
CROSS the parched bones lay
the stick discarded by Jenks
in his alarm. He picked it up
resumed ids progress
and

tion staggered him.
"Yes. the people who lived here must
have had some sort of fr«>e passage."
lie lied easily. "I have only cleared
away recent growth." he said.
It
"And why did they dig a cave?
would he much more simple to

nlong the pathway. So closely did he surely
build a house from all these trees."
now examine the ground that he hard"There you puzzle me," he said
led
track
The
ly noted his direction.
toward the wall of rock. The
was not great—about forty
yards. At first the brushwood impeded him, but soon even this hindrance

straight

distance

and a well defined passage
meandered through a belt of tree·,
some strong and lofty, others quite im-

disappeared,
mature.

More bushes gathered at the foot of
Behind them lie could see
the cliff.
the mouth of a cave. The six months'
old growth of vegetation about the entrance gave clear indication as to the
time which had elupsed since a human

foot last disturbed the solitude.
A few vigorous blows with the stick
cleared away obstructing plants and
leafy branches. The sailor stooped and
looked into the cavern, for the opening
He perwas barely five feet high.
ceived instantly that the excavation
a
was man's handiwork applied to
fault in the hard rock. A sort of natural shaft existed, and this had been

extended by manual labor.

Beyond

the cave became more
to Its position with reference to the sun at that hour Jenks
imagined that sufficient light would
the entrance

lofty.

Owing

Spring Humors

frankly.

They had entered the cavern hut a
little way and now came out.
"These empty cartridges are funny.
suggest a fort, a hattle." Wo-

They

manlike. her words were carelessly
chosen, but they were crauimed with
inductive force.
Embarked on the toboggan slope of
untruth, the sailor slid smoothly down
ward.

"Events have colored your imagination, Miss Dcaue. Even In England
men often preserve such things for future use. They can be reloaded."
"Yes. I have seen keepers do that.
This is dilïereut. There is an air of"—
"There Is a lot to be done." broke
"We must
in Jcuks emphatically.
climb the hill and get back here in
time to light another fire before the
1 want to prop a cansun trocs down.
vas sheet In front of the cave and try

devise a lamp."
"Must I sleep inside?" demanded Iris.
"Yes. Where else?"
There was a pause, a mere whiff of
awkwardness.
"I will mount guard outside." went
lie was trying to Improve
on Jenks.
the edge of the ax by grinding it on a
to

soft stone.

The girl went Into the cave again.
was inquisitive, uneasy.
"That arrangement"— she began, but
ended lu a sharp cry of terror. The

She

Come to most people and cause many
trouble·,—pimples, boil· and other
eruption·, beside· Iom of appetite, dispossessed birds had returned during
that tired feeling, lit· of biliouane··, the sailor's absence.
"I will kill them!" he shouted in anindigestion and headaohe.
ι
ger.
The sooner one get· rid of them th·
"Please don't. There has l»eeu enough
better, and the way to get rid of them of death in this place already."
The words jarred on his ears. Then
and to boild mp the system that ha·
he felt that she could only allude to the
■uffered from them is to take

Hood's

SarsaparlUa

and Pills

rlctlms of the wreck.
"I was going to say," she explained,
"that we must devise a partition.
There is no help for it until you construct a sort of house. Candidly, I do
not like this hole in the rock. It is a

Tormlng in oombination the Spring
!
Medicine par txctiienoe, of unequalled vault, a tomb."
ship's officer, a*η EngHa'unan probably.
"You told me that I was In commurCeved by head hunting .Dyak pi- strength in purifying the blood a·
He
shown by unequalled, radical and par· mand, yet yon dispute my orders."
vait··^!"
strove hard to appear brusquely good
If they came once they would come manent cores of
humored, indifferent, though for one
again.
yards

away Iris Deane
He ou^ht not to have
And t'.ien. with the
left her alone.
devilish in. eiiulty of coincidence, η
rev Diver shot awoke t! e echoes and
sent all manner of wild fowl hurtling
through the trees with clamorous outFive hundred

wan

cry.

sleeping.

Incomprehensible.

"I will serve you to the lient of my
Misa Denne," he exclaimed.
"We must hope for a speedy rescue,
It is
and I am Inured to exposure.
otherwise with you. Are you re idy for
the climb?"
The crest of the hill was tree covered,
anil they could see nothing btyond
their immediate locality until the aailor
found a point higher than tl ο rest,
where a rugged collection of hard basalt and the uprooting of sonic prion
trees provided au open space t leva led
above the ridge.
For a short distance the foothold was
precarious. Jenks helped the g:.l in

ability.

His
this part of the climb.
gentle grasp gave her coufldence,

I:e

Hushed with exertion when tlicy
stood together ou the summit of this
elevated perch.
The.v could lo.tk to
every point of the compass except a
small section on the southwest. Here
the trees rose behind them until the
brow of the precipice was reached.
The emergence into a sunlit panorama of land and sea. though e .;·«·. led,
was

was profoundly enthralling.
The., appeared to stand almost exactly in the
center of the Island, which was crescent shaped. It was no larger than the
sailor had estimated. The new slopes
now revealed were covered \\!tli verdure down to the very edge of the wa
ter. which for nearly a mile seaward
broke over jagged reefs. The sea look

strangely calm Irom this l.ci.'ht.
Irregular blue patches on the h Ji'izou
to south and east caught the man's
They were shells adapted to a revolve; lirst glance. He unslung the binocuof heavy caliber. At a short distance lars he still carried and fjcused thetn
from the doorway they were present In eagerly.
dozens.
"Islands," he cried, "and big oues
he too!"
"The remnants of a fight."
"How -odd!" whispered Iris, more
thought. "The man was attacked and
defended himself here. Not expecting concerned In the scrutiny of her immethe arrival of enemies, he provided no diate m'.rroundings. Jenks glanced at
etore of food or water. He was killed her shandy. She was not lojklng at
while trying to reach the well, proba- the islands, but at a curl >us ho'.i >w. η
bly at night."
quarry-like depression beneath theai to
He vividly pictured the scene—a the right, distant about ."0 ) yards and
brave, hardy European keeping at bay not far re nove.l from the s:nall plaa boat load of I)yak savages, enduring
teau containing the well, though isomanfully the agonies of hunger, thirst, lated from it by the south angle of the
perhaps wounds; then the siege, fol- main cliff.
lowed by a wild effort to gain the life
Here, in a great circle, there was not
giving well, the hiss of a Malay parang a vestige of grass, shrub or tree, nothwielded by a lurking foe and the last ing save brown rock and sail·!. At first
despairing struggle before death came. the sailor deemed it to be the dried u;>
Perchance bed of a suiail lake. This hypothesis
He might be mistaken.
there was a less dramatic explanation. would not serve, else it would be
But he could not shake off his first im- choked with verdure. The pit stared
pressions.
up at them like an omlnou eye. though
"What was the poor devil doing neither paid further attention to it. fo
here?" he asked. "Why did he bury the gl trious prospect mapped at their
himself in this rock, with mining uten- feet momentarily swept aside all #iic:
sils and a few rough storesV He could considerations.
There is the indinot lie a castaway.
"What a beautiful place!" murmure*.
cation of purpose, of preparation, of
method -combined with ignorance, for
none who knew tbe ways of Dyake and
Chinese pirates would venture to live
here alone If he could help it. and if he

Hcvculed the nkdtton

harsh note clashed with her frank
cai>or. Here at least she was utterly
deceived.
Ills changeful moods were

Salt Rheum
•orofula
of his mold he was absurdly Irritable.
Scald Head
loll·, Pimple· The cause was overstrain, but that exAll Kind· of Humor Paoriaala
planation escaped him.
Rheumatism
"Quite true. But If sleeping in the
Blood Polaonlng
Is bad for me. It
Catarrh
Dyepope! a, Κ to cold, in dew or rain.
must be equally bad for you. and withAccopt no substitute, but be sur· It out
you I am hein less, you know."
git Hood's, and gel it today.
He laushed sardonically, and the

ed

Iris. "I wonder what it is called."
"Suppose we christen it Kaiubow is-

land:"

"

"Why •Kainbow?·
"That Is the Kugllsh meaning of

•Iris' in I.atin. you know."
"So it is. How clever of you to think
of it! Tell me. what is the meaning of

'It 1>< f In Greek?"
He turned to survey the northwest
si V cf tlit· isl ill 1. "I d'> not know." he
"it might not be farfetched
an v.cie l.
t> t ;i:ss! te Is as *a ship's steward, a

mc:d :!.'
Iris had meant her playful re
toit : s a mere light hearted quibble. It
nil:» ye 1 lier, a young person of much
co:·.·; ·|·c.ice. to have her kindly eon-

descensi
•

■I

m

.m··».

epelled.
..

un"

<Iip

!iirn>e<l

"bill

I

have gone through s> miicli in ;i few
hours that I :ιιη bewll !ered. apt lu forget these nice (listinethms."
J«*uks was closely «·:<:«mining the reef
Sonic
on which the Sirdar strut k.
square objects were visible near the
pal:» tree. The sun. glhitln.r on the
waves, rendered it (litilciilt to discern
the!·· significance.
"What do you make of those?" lie in
an 1 Η slid
quired, lianiliaz the glass
ly ignoring .Miss Ile.ine's petulance,
lier brain was bu y with other tilings
while she twisle.l t!ie biinicul.irs to
suit her vision. Rainbow island-IrisIt was a nice conceit, but "menial"
struck a discordant note. This man

menial in appearance or speech.
lie so deliberately rude?
"I think they are boxes or packing'
cases." si c announced.
"Ah. that was my own idea! I must
was

Why

no

was

visit that locality."
"How? Will you swim?"
"No." lie said, bis stern lijis relaxing
In a smile: "I will nut swim. and. by
the way. Miss Deane. be careful when
you are near the water. The lagoon
Is swarming with sharks at present.
I feel :r»Jerably assured that at low
tide. wli<'λ t'e remnants of the gale
have vanished. I will lie able to walk

there along the reef."
"In there!
"Sharks!" she cried.
What horrible surprise·· this spe. k of
land contains! I shouid not have imagined that sharks and seals could
live together!"
"You are quite right," he explained,
"As a rule
with becoming gravity.
sharks infest only the leeward side of
these islands, .lust now they are at
traded in shoals by the wreck."

"Oh!" Iris shivered slightly.
"We had better go back now. The
wind is keen here. Miss Pea tie."
She knew that "ue purposely misunderstood lier gesture. His attitude cona rebuke. There was no further

veyed

room

for sentiment in their present exThey had O deal with chill

istence.

Throat Coughs
throat;
tickling
hoarseness at times; adeep
breath irritates it;—these
are features of a throat
in the

A

cough. They're very deceptive and a cough mix-

them.
You want something that
will heal the inflamed
membranes, enrich the
blood and tone up the
ture

won't

system

.·.

cure

.*.

.*.

Scott's Emulsion
is

just such

a

remedy.

It has wonderful healing
and nourishing power.

Removes the cause of
the cough and the whole
system is given new
strength and vigor .·.
Send for frtt

mmflt

SCOTT 6? BOWNE, cbmUti
4OQ-415 Pearl Street, New York
jtx. J "J $1.00. Ail druipstt

Αι for the sulfur, ho was

necttwitlra.

gluil Huit the elm nee turn of their

con-

versation enabled hiui to warn her
ngalnst the lurking dangers of the lagoon. There whs no need to mention
the devilfish now. lie must spurn het
all avoidable thrills.
I hey gathered the stores from the
first dining room and readied the cave
Another fire was
without incident.
lighted, and while Iris attended to the
kitchen the sailor felled several young
He wanted poies, and then·
trees.
H«
were the right size and shape.
soon cleared a considerable space. Th·
timber was soft and so small in girth
that three cuts with the ax usually
sufficed. He dragged from the I teach
the smallest tarpaulin |ie could find
and propped It against the rock in
such manner that it effectually screened the mouth of the cave, th >ugh ad-

mitting light and air.

lie was so busy that he paid little
But the odor of fried
to Iris.
Ile was
ham was wafted to him.
lifting a couple of heavy stones to stay
the canvas and keep it from flappiug
in the wind when the girl called out:
"Wouldn't you like to have a wash

heed

before dinner';"
He straightened himself and looked
Her face and hands were
at her.
shining, spotless. The chance was so
great that his brow wrinkled with per-

piexlty.

"I am a good pupil." she cried. "You
I am already learning to help myself. I made a bucket out of one of
the dish covers by slinging it in two
ropes. Another dish cover, some sand
and leaves supplied basin, soap and
towel. I have cleaned the tin cups and
the knives, and. see, here is my greatsee

est treasure."
She held up a small metal lamp,
"Where in the world did you find
that ?" he exclaimed.
Buried in the sand inside the cave."
"Anything else'/"
His tone was abrupt. She was so disappointed by the seeming want of appreciation of her industry that a gleam
of amusement died from lier eyes, and
she shook her head, stooping at once to
attend to the toast!lit. .·■' svne bisi-u:ts.

Ί Ills time he was •'ontiineiy sorry.
!·«· viid
"Forgive me. Miss I >c i:e
penitently. "My words are «M·-tated l>y
anxiety. I do not wish yon t·» make
discoveries on your own ac. Mit. Tills
,u im
Is a strange pi
yo;· U . ·.·
pleasant one in some r·» -t.··,·:<."
"Surely | can rumuuiire about my

oaveV"
"Most cert:'.inly. It was «·.· .•ν·.·* of
me not to have exam'ned its interior

own

thoroughly."

more

I lien why <lo you umt.'ililc liecause I
found the Hum?"
"I did not mean any such thing. I

sorry."

am

"I t' Î'îlc you are horrid. If you want
to wash you will And the water over
I»on't wait. The h.-m will he
there.
frizz'ed to a cinder."
I niucky Jonks! Was ever man fato<i
He
to incur such unmerited ο Hum?
savagely laved his face and ι>ο<·|<. The
fresh. <-ool water was de!i· '«tful at
first, but when lie drew neir to the
fire lie experienced an unaccountable
t'ould it lie
sensation of weakness,
possible that he was going to fa nt?
He sank to the
It w<« too absurd.
Si,r ,i ll
I.'iu
I I'll'.·, r icfcs
b' Otlltd.
earth iudut^e.i in a mad dance. Ins*
vohe s.iiiik.i\l weak an 1 indMiuct. it

seemed to travel in waves from a criat
lie tritd to brush away
distante,
i'olil

I » Γ.il II

liiS

Hire

** *.

(Hill

Iim

he
ir .ii» v. ..I l'o;· «m r Γ.: 11 «· !.
it !.ΐ'·ί 11 »... ί. h lu ι! iwuwaid into il. ik-

is

.rS-j.

When

h«»recovc:-ed, tlit* girl's left

For o.te
around I is neck.
siul instant lu· nestled there mn
ciitcwly. Il·· look»·, into lier eyes .uni
Λ gust of
saw llutt site was e/ying.
:4;-ι·'Γ rose within Itiui that he should
r.:i

was

..

l>« tin· cause of those tears.
lie tried to rise.
Are you hotter?"
"Oh!

quivered pitifully.
"Yes. What happened?

lier lips

IMd I faint?"

"Drink this."
Site held a cup to his mouth, and he
obediently strove to swallow the conIt was champagne. After the
tents.
tirst spasm of terror and when the application of water to his face failed to
restore consciousness Iris had knocked
the head oil the liottle of champagne.
revived. Nature had only
lie

quickly

given him a warning that lie was
drawing his resources, lie was deepthe
ly humiliated, lie did not conceive
truth, that only a strong man could
over-

do all that he had done and live. Tor
Murthirty-six hours lie had not slept.
ing part of the time lie fought with
wilder Leasts than they knew it Kphethe
sus. The long exposure to the sun.
mental strain of his torch sling that
the charming girl whose life depended

to even
upon hint might lie c.posed
encounterworse dangers than any yet
undered, the physical labor he had
he strove to
gone, the Irksome restraint
place upon his conduct and utterance*
all these things culminated in utter
relaxation when the wrier touched his

heated skin.

[TO

BE OOMTItlUED

|

An t'nbroken Spell.
When wo have a "spell o' weather."
nnd wet weather at that, we have only
to recall the climatic conditions of
Dartmoor, in England, in order to 1*>
thankful for a little.
The moor has, says a writer in Cornhill, an eternal procession of clouds,
Infinitely varied In form, lighted with a
white radiance or lowering in ·;Ι > »ni,

rent, tattered or tilmy. gathcriui;. menacing, creeping round to swath \on in
of th.»se
a mist of rain or dropping one
silvery showers lighted with sunshine
from behind
Of heavier rain there is no lack, nnd
all one can say of the |M»reiinialIy beautiful moor is summed up in the verse
Invented by its enemies:

The south wln<l always brintr* us rain.
The north wind blows It back again.
The west wind surely means wet weather,
The east wind wet an<l cold together.
Tlie Knierald.

An emerald that has no flaw in it Is
typical of the purest love. Some people say that, as few such stones can
be found, purest love is necessarily
An emerald was alway s t't eight
rare.
to possess the power of discovering
of idic;;ed
treachery in the si:.i;i
The emerald is e\eeei. :t ly
friends.

,,.e.t.
popular in courtships and .:i r.i :
After marriage It is s:i| ρ ».;ed t » :\:ig
harmony into the household and to
further domestic Joy» i:t e\ e*y ρ »<xlble way. To lose i.'t c:.;o\t!d !.< sa id
to

bring business uiUf cut η

··>

and dis-

aster.
A

IlelpleuM \\ omtiu.

"My wife's the tu.wt helpless creature," growleil t'udly; "simpl> can't do
anything without bothering me t > lu-lp

her."
"Yes?"
"Yea. Only last night I had to roach
the
up and get a candle off the sbelf of
pantry for her s» she co:'.l i u > down
cellar and bring up a scuttle of coal."—

Philadelphia

Tress.

gemocrat,

e>*ford

*Cîie

ISSUED

TUESDAYS.

THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, APR. 25, 1905.

ATWOOD

EdIUr* ud

Preprt*t«r«.

M. ATWOOO.

UBOBOK

A. E. fUllIi.

All levai advertisement*
A nvurriauiBltT·
are given three connective Insertion» for $1.5»>
per Inch la length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient tad yearly advertls
—

er·.

Job PtUTise .-New type, tut presse·, Hein
power, experienced workmen and low price»
combine to make this department of our bual
mm complete and popoutr.

Coming EveoU.

Bethel-

Glen wood

Range»

Inviïe Uerms
Medium Underwear
The Fl*hlng Season

Symptom· That

Spring Millinery.
A Shoe of High l>egree

Suits and toat·.
Cstarrbal Troublée Prevalent.
Probate Notice·.
t> Notices of Appointaient
Furniture Polish.
Bread Rainer· J5c
"Just Right" Cigare
Notice.
Bankruptcy Notice.
Found.
For Sale.

ur

PIUxLAMATtON.

Willi the advice and consent of the Executive
Council, I hereby designate Thursday, the
Twenty Eleventh day of April, Instant, a» Fait
Da ν
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this twentieth lay of March, lu the year of
our Lord one thoui-and nlue hundred an·!
Ave. and of the Independence of the
United State» of America the one hundred
and twenty ninth.
William T. Cobh
By the Governor.
Bt Ko.s Born,
Secretary of State.

Rev. W. W.

Hooper.

friends of Rev. W. W.
shocked to learn of hie
death at his home in Utica. Ν. Y., on
Sunday, April ltith. from inflammatory
rheumatism. Mr. Hooper was for several years, some twenty years since, pastor
of the Universalis! church in Norway,
lie afteralso preaching on Paris IIill.
wards held other pastorates in Maine,
and was later for a number of years
state missionary of the denomination in
Maine. In this line of work he was particularly successful, doing great service
in building up and
extending the
church. It was during his service and
principally by his labors that the church
at South Paris was established, and he
unanimous call to become
was given a
its tiret pastor, but thought best to decline.
After resigning his position as state
missionary for Maine, Mr. Hooper held a
pastorate in Vermont for a while, and
was then chosen state
missionary for
New York, and was engaged in that
work up to the time of his death. Mr.
Uooper was of a genial, kindly spirit,
active iu all good works, and his sermons
were always practical and an inspiration
for higher living.
Mr. Hooper married Mary D. Shacklev of Norway, who survives him, with
two children, a son ami a daughter.
The remains were brought here Wednesday, arriving on the afternoon train.
Interment at Pine Grove cemetery. A
delegation of Norway Lodge of Odd Fellows acted as bearers, and Rev. F. E.
Barton, Rev. S. G. Davis and Rev. J. H.
Little participated in a short service
which was held at the grave.
The

Hooper

many

were

Mere and There.
It

was a

circumstantial and

highly

en-

tertaining story of President Roosevelt
killing a bear which came back from the

first day of his Colorado hunt. Indeed,
it was probably more entertaining than
it would have been bad it been true instead of being made as it was from whole
clotb. The story writer who wishes to
interest people lias a great advautage
when be is not confined to the facts.

L

\
Λ

A. Guy Bennett of the dale of 1900,
of Maine, has been chosen
business manager of the Campus, the
>emi-monthly paper published at the

I'niversity

university.
Having sulci

his farm, Albion L.
Vbbott will sell his stock and farming
tools at auction Tuesday afternoon of
his week, at 1:30.
Professor C. H. C. Wright of Cambridge, Mass., was here for a few days
List week making arrangements for irn-*
on his summer home east of

Hebron.
Herbert L. Scribner and Leslie £.
Newell have gone into the meat business
under the firm name of Scribner &
Newell. They begin business this week.
Joseph J. flattery, who has been living un Albion L. Abbott's farm, which
has
been
purchased by Alfred M.
Daniels, will move into the place vacated
by Mr. Daniels in the village.
The Universalist Ladies'Sewing Circle
will meet with Mrs. Pierce Thursday
afternoon.
Charles Howe has leased the blacksmith shop of Leslie K. Newell and will
He began business there Monday
run it.

morning.

<>ne candidate was baptized at the
Easter service at the Baptist church.
Universal sorrow is felt at the new>
that Ex-Governor Perham is seriously
ill at his home in Washington. He is
reported a little more comfortable for
the last two or three days.
Easter wa« observed at the Universalist
church by two services, forenoon and
evening. The church was handsomely
decorated for the occasion with flower*
music was very
and plants. Special
finely rendered by a choir of eigbt yount:
Ia<lie« dressed in white, as follows:
Misses Maud Newell, Faustina Ham
rnond, Josie Cole, May Bennett, Wilma
Kobinson, .Susie Chase, Carrie Tuttle
and Jessie Jackson. Miss Maud Newell
gave a solo in a very creditable manner.
Tlie sermons by Kev. C. A. Knickerbocker of Arlington, Mass., both morning and evening were unanimously
pronounced among the very ablest ever
here.
Charles L. Case, Esq., of New York,
with his youngest son, I.yman. arrived
at the Hubbard House Sunday morning.
Mr. Case is looking after his various
properties here and making some improvements iu his summer residence.

[delivered

(Ulead.
Mr. Α. Τ. Heath is sawing wood with
his engine.
Mr. Reuben l'aine of Bethel, who lias
been visiting at J. K. Richardson's and
calling on neighbors, has returned to his
home.
Mr. S. J. Wheeler of Gorham, Ν. H.,
with his family, visited at Mrs. Josephine Wheeler's Sunday.
Miss Grace E. Murphy commenced lier
school Monday; is boarding at Mr. J. E.
Richardson's.
T. G. Lary is having some painting
done. James DeCoster is doing it.
Mrs. Sallie Bennett returned to her
home in Gorham last Wednesday.
William Twitchell left Mrs. Burbank's
last Monday; is now working for Her
bert Wheeler.
Mr. Thomas Kimball of Albany is
working for Mrs. B. S. Burbank.
Crows are very
plenty, doubtless
looking to see where corn is to be

planted.

Oxford.

may again become a Gretna Green foc» Maine couples
wish
the
to avoid
who
delay and publicity of being "published," as it is still
The
married.
termed, before being
New Hampshire legislature has repealed
the law enacted some two years ago, requiring five days' notice, so that the
ceremony can now be performed on call
in that state.
New

k

Hampshire

■

posit in

Maine

TMK UOVXHSolt—A

Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
7 SO »·. *. T. P. S. C. E. TuesUav evening.
1 'jay «rr Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting ute laat Krl 'ay before the lat
All not
-uuilay of the month at 2 30 P. M.
therwtue coaaccietl are corllally lnvtte<l.
L'n'verea Mt Churcb.
Sunday School ever)
->ua>lay at 10 as a. m.

provements
the village.
A party of scientists stopped at the
Hubbard House the first of last week,
iod made a visit to Mount Mica. They
were Charles Palache, Ph. D., professor
<>f mineralogy in Harvard, with three of
lii.s students named Adams, Hamilton
and Dixon, Professor W. Nicol, principal <>f the school of mines in Kingston,
< intarii;, and I)r.
Borgstrom, of the
Previous to coming
same institution.
to Paris the party had visited Mount
Apatite in Auburn and a mineral de-

ADVERTISEMENT*.

State of

Baptist Church, Rev. K. O. Taylor, pastor
Prcachlng every Sunday at 10 44 A. H. Sunday
First

Tikhi —$1 JO a rear If paid strictly In advance.
>therw1ae 93.00 a year. Single copie· 4 rent·

SKW

Paria Hill.

FORBES,

A

towns

will be glad to welcome tbem
On Tuesday evening of this week,
April 25th, Mr. and Mrs. David Emmons
will open their house for a reception to
be given Mr. and Mrs. Nelson under the
ing.
How aptly the child will adopt the suspices of the Ladies' Aid of the MethEvery one who wishes to
leading educational features of the Ddiet church.
Limes. It being decided to send little be present is freely and cordially invited.
a
happy social occasion and
Harold, son of John Gerrish, not yet δ It is to be
fa- refreshments will be eerved.
years old, to school, he said to his
Kev. Mr. Nelson arrived home Monday
ther, '*lf I am going to school I must
evening of last week, his wife remaining
have a ball and mit."
friends.
Κ. P. Witbiugton has returned from two or three days longer to visit
left of>en a
Vermont, where he has been for treat- Before retiring Mr. Nelson
cellar window, and during the night the
ment.
as is supposed by
Kackley Leavitt of Auburn has recent- house was entered
tramp thieves, and a nice gold watch,
ly been in town.
from
Mis» Lizzie Bonney of North Buck- the more valuable for being a gift
field is boarding with her uncle, Dr. a former parish, was etolen, also several
minor articles such as a couple of razors,
Heald, and attending high school.
Mr. and Mrs. Ci. W. Heath of Weat a pair of boots and a box of provisions.
Sumner, parents of Mrs. T. H. Lunt, are It is the wish of all that the articles may
$25 in money
upending a few days with their daughter be recovered. Fortunately
in another part of the house was not
and family.
Friday, April 21, Mrs. Heath rounded discovered.
The West Paris Public Library AssoHaving
Dut her 80 year earthly sojourn.
at
been neighbors of Mr. and Mrs. Heath ciation will hold its annual meeting
on
About UO years ago, wife and I enjoyed the home of Mrs. David Emmons
the great pleasure of an invitation to Monday evening, May 1st, at 7:30 o'clock.
dine with old friends, especially on this Members of the association are earnestly
occasion, as it partook of the nature of a requested to be present for the purpose
of electing officers and transacting other
reception, and tribute of respect.
necessary business.
STREAKED ΜΟΓΝΤΑΙΝ.
Frank Keene and family are moving
who
He expects
of
Caroline
remains
The
to Hebron for the summer.
Chesley,
died at Augusta on Wednesday of last to come baqk again another winter to
week, were brought here Saturday and haul lumber for the Paris Manufacturing
interred in the family lot on the old Company.
Alvin D. Swift has purchased the
farm.
Mrs. Lora Verrill intends moving on house formerly belonging to Will Hall
on to her farm this spring. She is at of Rumford Falls and will move there in
a few weeks.
present visiting friends in Auburn.
Mrs. Clara E. Ridlon came from YarRalph Stone, who took a trip to Enghis
to
mouth Tuesday of last week with the
land on a cattle ship, bas returned
in
ten
bmne. He spent
Liverpool, bodv of her daughter's husband, George
day*
and reports tbe city to be a place of Jackson, for burial in her family lot
drunkenness and poverty. He did not here.
at all admire the natives of either sex,
George Tubbs is sawing out the lumand feels doubly thankful that he is an ber at Willis' mill. It will take several
American. On the trip over he bad the weeks.
J. Frauk Reed is having quite a sick
thrilling experience of a storm at sea.
and came near going to the bottom. He spell with grippe and a touch of rheusays he will be content hereafter to stay matism.
He is now workun this side tho pond.
Advertised letters in West Paris post
office April 14th:
ing at the Maine Sanatorium.
in
Ada Foster has been visiting friends
Lawrence Burke.
Ε T. Colby.
Auburn.
(ieo L Chase.
Plaisted Whitman went to Lewiston a
W. M. Cummins?».
few days ago and purchased a nice set of
Kva Kites.
Frink footer.
weeels for a farm cart of Messrs. Wade
■lo«eph Lepage.
A- Dunton.
R. R. Norway.
Mrs. Martha Whitman is in very poor
G. H. Porter.
health this spring.
Mrs. Nellie Bryant of South Paris is
Clarence Waldron has gone to Worcesin town.
visiting
ter, Mass., to work.
Mrs. Cbas. II. Bates has recently been
Charles Maxim is slowly recovering called away by the sudden death of her
from quite a severe illness caused by getonly brother.
ting a large sliver into the joint of his
iîoratio B. Hammond of Trap Corner
lias
been
hand
Tbe
thumb.
badly lias hired out to work for the summer
swollen and very painful.
for R. L. Cummings on his farm on CurFlora Whitman is attending school at tis Hill. Mr.
Cummings' mother and
Buckiield village.
sister are there keeping house.
Lester l'arker is working for Mr.
West Paris Lodge, I. O. 0. F., No. 15,
Bean.
will unite with Onward Itebekah Lodge,
No 29, on Saturday evening of this week
Albany.
in observing the SCth anniversary of
Roy G. Ward well, with his hired man, Odd Fellowship by having a social enterCecil Kimball, is at Hunt's Corner with tainment at Odd Fellows Hall.
his power wood saw, sawing up the
C. Howard Lane is improving hie
woodpiles. Almost every one is taken buildings with a fresh coat of paint.
with a lit, so to speak, and has him tear
W. H. Lurvey has been doing a couple
He uses gasoline of weeks of carpenter work for W. C.
the woodpile all over.
for power.
Stearns on Stearns Hill.
Will McNally made only a short stay
There has been quite a change recentmoved
to
ool) ly in the family of George Swan, who
up on his farm which he
on
to
has
moved
he
a short time ago, for
used to live in this place, but for a few
the Hunt farm to care for that for a years has lived on a farm on Young Hill.
while.
About two weeks ago Mrs. Swan died
Arthur Andrews is at home sick wit η quite suddenly from the effects of apohis old trouble. He will not be able for plexy. Last week Mr. Swan had to be
several days to return to the academy at taken to the insane asylum at Augusta,
Bethel.
and now the home is entirely broken up.
A. S. Cole is at home for a short rest The older son Fred is working at South
from canvassing for seeds.
Paris and the youngeet son George is in
Dexter A. Cummings bought a nice this place and will work for L. C. Bates
pair of oxen of Merritt Sawln last week, this summer.
ijasi iuuruuay oi^ui lue wuw» uuiiuhut sold them before he got them home.
He says he made a good day's work, and inn wis broken into, entrance beinjj
this week he succeeded in getting home {rained by means of the fire escape
from Bethel with another matched pair der at tho rear of the house and a winlie bought of Thurston.
dow being pried open. The desks of
Dana Morrill of West Bethel was at teachers and scholars were ransacked
the corner to day looking for cows ami and some small articles stolen.
The
calves, but we couldn't quite trade. floor and tops of the desks showed marks
Either he was not willing to give what of heavy boot nails, the window shades
they were worth or we asked more than were awry and one broken and lying on
they were worth, so we have got to feed the floor. Our citizens eincerely hope
them a while longer.
these prowling thieves may be appreThe Albany Telephone and Telegraph hended.
Co. was formed two weeks ago with the
Greenwood.
officers:
jf the railways?
A. W. Horton of Norway was over to
Sumner this week to look after his farm,
calling on his Buckfield friends in pass-

Mrs. Sarah A. (Stubbs)
Andrews,
widow of thedate Asa Andrews, died at
the home of her son, Mr. Wallace W.
Andrews, Friday, April 12th, aged 8β
years, 7 mos. Her funeral was held ou
Sunday at Otislield, where she formerly
resided. Rev. Mr. Newport officiated.
Mrs. Mary Ann (Chandler)
Grant,
widow of the late John Grant, died
♦>!»
Her
funeral
years.
April 15th, aged
was held Monday at her late residence.
Governor Cobb's Fast Day proclama- Rev. Mr. Newport officiating.
She
Never before has a leaves two daughters, Mrs. Morris and
tion is unique.
governor had the courage to refraiu from Mrs. Chase, two sons (all present but one
any words beyond those necessary to son), one sister and two brothers, one of
It's just as well. whom, Mark W. Chandler of
specify the day.
Norway,
Recommendations for the people to as- and Benjamin Bacon, also of Norway,
of
in
their
accustomed
semble
places
her sister's husband, were present at her
worship, etc., get scant consideration funeral. Mrs. Graut was a member of
nowadays.
the M. E.church.
Mrs. Ernest Hall and little daughter
Two Stores Burned at Dixfield.
are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The stores of M. Holman Λ Co. and
Cyrus Hayes.
F. H. Keene at Dixfield were entirely
Nellie Hayes is at home from Portdestroyed about TiW o'clock Saturday land.
morning by a fire which started about
I)r. A. L. Hersey has returned from
the furnace under the Holman store. the south wbere he has been spending
The fire spread rapidly and nothing the winter.
could be done toward saving either
The friends of Rev. J. E. Budden of
building, while nearly all the conteuts Norway, a former and much esteemed
of both were lost. By the good work of resident of this
place, regret to learn of
the fire department the house of Mrs. his illness.
K. S. Tainter was saved and the post
Rev. T. C. Chapman has been appointoffice was only slightly damaged. The ed to the M. E. churches in Oxford and
drug store of J. P. Johnston was some- Welch ville.
what damaged.
Mr. F. B. Andrews was called to MeMrs. Powers, who lived over the Hol- chanic Falls on Friday to attend the
I)r. B. A. Swasey, funeral of his cousin, Mr.
man store, and
Orrington
dentist, who had an office in the same Hawkee.
Mrs.
lost
Widber,
everything.
Mrs. Caroline Bumpus is quite ill havbuilding,
who lived over Keeno's store, lost near- ing suffered from two paralytic shocks.
Mrs. Ge<>. Parrott is under the care of
ly everything.
Τ tie Holman store building was own- a trained nurse.
ed by M. M. Mclntire. A bargain had
been made for the sale of it to F. D.
South Hiram.
Newton, and the transfer was to have
Earl Gould Stanley has gone to Westbeen made the morning of the fire.
brook, where he has accepted a position
in a store.
The Methodist Appointments.
I. S. Gould returned home recently
At the recent Methodist Conference, from Gorham where he went a few days
F.
who
has
been
Rev. Charles
Parsons,
ago with the intention of purchasing a
pastor at Westbrook for five years, was farm.
elder
of
the
LewisI. G. Stanley is working for Dr. E. R.
appointed presiding
ton District in place of Rev. A. S. Ladd. C hell la.
The changes of pastors in the I.ewiston
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith are receiving
District were as follows:
congratulations on the birth of a son.
Balli, Beacon Street—A. W. Pottle.
Berlin, S H -G A. Wee«l.
Hiram.
Conway. Ν H —J. H. Ervlne.
Mrs. Arthur Wadsworth is in very
Cumberland ami Falmouth—K. F. Flckett.
Harpewell an>i Orr's UIudiI-L. H. Heao.
poor health.
Lewmton, Park Street—F. U. Norcroe·.
Mrs. Charles W. Kennedy of CamMechanic Fall· and Mlnot— Hocea A. ilewett.
Oxford and Welchvtlle—T. C. t hapman.
bridge, Mass is stopping in town.
Mrs. Elizabeth A. Clemons is sick in
William Knights of Bingham, 51) years bed with rheumatism.
of age, is dead, and Rufus Brown, Jr., is
The revival at East Hiram still conunder arreet, as the result of an affray «t tinues. Some sixteen persons have
proThere fessed religion.
West Athens Thursday night.
had been a hard cider carousal, and it is
had
two
of
We
inches
snow on April
said that Knigbts got too attentive to 15th. It should be remembered that on
Brown's wife, whereupon Browb pro- April 15th, 1852, it snowed in Hiram
cured a shot gun, discharged it at the eighteen inches.
house without doing any damage, and
There is an increasing interest in the
then killed Knigbts with the clubbed poultry business in Hiram.
butt of the gun.
The locality where
the affair took place is a settlement of
Brownfield.
known as the
about thirty people,
The remains of Mr. L. Hanscom of
Brown-Tuttle settlement, the people
Gorham were brougbtto Brownfield for
sometimes being called the "wild men of
burial. Funeral Thursday afternoon at
Somerset."
The families have inter- the
Congregational church, sermon by
married for a long time, nearly all are
Rev. Mr. Clough. He leaves a wife, two
paupers, souie are idiotic, several have
mother, sister and three brothers
criminal records, and their morals are sons,
to mourn his loss. The family have the
generally loose.
sympathy of all.
Farmers are quite busy getting ready
Pastor at Mexico.
for planting.
Rev. James G. Fisher, who has been
Cold drying winds seem to be a fad
pastor of the Congregational churches of this month.
Dexter and Uarland for the past six
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Linscott are visityears, has accepted a call to the pastoring friends in Massachusetts.
ate of the Congregational church in
Mr. James Ricker has moved to BridgMexico, to begin June 1st.

and friends of

la Boston.
of

the alumni

Fryeburg Academy

in
Boston will· be held Friday, April 28, at
Hotel Nottingham, on Copley Square.
Dinner will be served at β o'clock.

VirgU L. Beckett, the thirteen year
old boy who mistook the cap of Harry
J. Hussey, his cousin, for a crow, while j
gunning at Kast Friendship, and fatally
shot the boy, was held in 1800 for
the September term.
■ppee rants

I'real'lent—Amoe G. Bean.
Ylcel're»l<lent— ^uetln Hutchinson.
Treasurer—L- ·'. A n lrewa

Dtwrtort— Amoe G. Bean, Wallace B. Cumin in κ*. C
G. Beckler, Κ. H. Bennett. Austin
'luichlnoon. Dr. C. M Cooltilge. North Water
font; F. L. E lwanls, Beihel.
The company lias received permit from
the selectmen to erect poles etc., over
the several roads iu town, and has been
legally incorporated. It was organized
with $3,000 capital, $765 paid in. They
intend to be at work within a very short
time to construct a line from Bethel
through Hunt's Corner to North Waterford and one to Norway and Mason,
Greenwood and Lynchville to connect
Thus far everything
with other lines.
has been a success, and everything is
working smoothly with all the officers
and stockholders. Bids will be received
by Amos G. Beau for constructing until
May 10th.
Reports say that the homestead of the
late Ε. E. French, that was appraised
last week is in great demand, as sever.il
parties want it and one party has secured
an agreement from the administratrix to
sell as soon as she gets authority from
the court. What is the use of crying,
"Farming don't pay!" when there is such
demands for farms?
L. J. Andrews has a ewe sheep that
dropped him three lambs this spring.
All three are living.
It was reported in the paper some time
ago that S. W. Libby had sold his mill
to Mills of Mason but it seems to be a

blank cartridge.

Newry.

Died, April 11», at the residence of
Mrs. Angelia Farrar, in Grafton, her
beloved mother, Mrs. Delphina WhitShe has been feeble
man, aged 87 years.

in health for several years, but the tender care of her dear daughter and family
made her declining years happy ones,
till, like a ripened sheaf, she was sweetly
garnered in at the Master's call. The
remains have been conveyed to Bryant's
Pond where funeral services will be held
on Saturday, the2iid inst., where she will
be laid beside lier husband, who died
Mrs. Whitman had
many years ag°.
three children, all of whom survive her.
She was the mother of Prof. Harrison
Whitman with whom she lived many
years*

Bert Brown had the misfortune to
have a thumb and finger taken off Thursday. Particulars not known.
È. B. Knapp and J. S. Allen are in
Norway on business.
Mrs. Walter Foster lias returned from
Lewiston.
This rain is a godsend to many people,
especially the river drivers, who have
been anxiously looking for a rise of
water.
East Brownfleld.

Two young men who had driven from

an automobile, April 16th,
jtopped at Ε. E. Rounds' shop to make
jligbt repairs on the machine. They
reported bad wheeling.
Schools in town began yesterday.

Portland in

Mrs. E. A. G. Stlckney is improving In
health.
The remains of Alonzo Hanscom, who
iied very sudd^ily in Gorham, were
brought to this town for burial last

Thursday.

Albert Johnson has purchased the
auildlng recently used by S. G. à F. R.
staples as a coat shop.

Mrs. Oscar Poor® is quite ill.
Mr and Mrs. J. S. Hunt entertained
:heir son's wife, Mrs. George Hunt, of

Portland, recently.

Marshall Day and wife
nto Charles Hill's house.

have moved

Wilson's Mills.
Nothing special for news.
Very cold for the season with ooasional snow squalls, is the weather
Hartford.
ι ecord here for the past week.
The York Brothers, who the past
Mr. Vera Davis shot a bullet through

forefinger on his left hand accident· reek have been sawing wood by steam
y. Dr. Mars ton dressed the wound, ] rawer for W. H. Hart, Peter Littlehale
md Mrs. Β. N. Storey, have still other
winch is gaining rapidly.
Joseph T. Child was at Portland a few j obe of sawing wood in town.
Mae Fox is helping Mrs. Β. N. Storey.
lays ago.
Mrs. H. J. Fox is working at the
Miss Winnifred Robinson is gaining in
I total.
îealth.
▲sel Wilson has bought the Fred
Mis· Dorothy Oaawell is working for
liis

aar

aunt, Mrs. Angle Hlggta·.

ι

back.

lad-

ion.

Fryeburg Alumni
The annual meeting

munity

...

following

Paylor place of M. D. 8tnrtmnt

Hartford on House Cleaning.

MM.

W««t Parte.
It le very satisfactory to the Methodist
Sheriff Withington seized a box con·
has
aining an assortment of liquid food, ad- lociety here that Re*. D. F. Nelson
Iressed to a 17-year old kid, oo Tuesday. seen returned to this parish. Mr. and
warm
kVhy would it not be a good plan for the Mrs. Nelson bave made many
commission to investigate along the line Friends since coming here, and the comBackfleld.

THE OXFORD BEARS

ESTABLISHED 1SJ3

sign of spring; some
of the potatoes have sprouted eo as to be
visible without the aid of the microscope.
That is encouraging; and let ue hope
that by the time May gets here there
There is one more

will be more of them.
Last week, Daniel Bryant's housekeeper wont away on a short visit, and
t he following night he was taken violently ill, but succeeded in getting help
from a neighbor by means of the telephone. The writer interviewed him
Monday, heard the story of hie sickness,
and came to the conclusion that the
man came very near dying there all
alone. He is now out again, but not in
normal health.
And now Charles B. Brooks is no

Rev. and Mr·. P. C. Potter returned
'rom the conference at Gardiner last
rueeday. Mr. Potter is to remain in
Bethel another year.
Mrs. Alice Farwell went to the Maine
Seneral Hospital Wednesday and bad an
jperation for appendicitis, which is re-

ported successful.

Herbert C. Rowe has purchased an
automobile.
The Prospect Inn will hereafter be

Hebrov, April 20,1905.

It la not of much use for Brother
ί ilocum to kick and fret about house
It 1· an old institution of
< leaning.
1 Dng standing, and cannot be wiped out.
I man might as well be a cheerful idiot
The fact is, it is a
ι λ a born grumbler.
< lisease which attacks the head of every
rell regulated family once a year. A
1 roman never was known to die with it,
1 tut she has been known to about kill
1 he rest of the family. The safest way a
ι nan can get out of it is to keep at a
] >roper distance and eat anything he can
l ind in the pantry.
Now I have fixed up some bitters to
1 >e taken as a medicine as often as I
It is a good spring tonic,
ι hink proper.
iomposed of poplar bark boiled down
itrong, wild cherr" bark boiled down

SICKNESS.

CAUSE

MONTHS

IPRIXO

MILLINERY

SPRING

Catarrhal Troubles Prevalent
OF
BREATHE HYOMEI, AND BE CURED

CATARRH.

Catarrhal troubles

are

more

common

of
it this season than at any other time

the year. The sudden changes that come
iuring the spring months are producwith·

tive of many cases of catarrh that
will become
su t
proper treatment
:hronic.
The pleaeantest, most convenient, and
only scientific method for the treatment
and cure of catarrh, is Ilyomei. Simply
in the little pocket in-

Norway, Me.

known as Prospect Hotel and is now
open to guests. Wm. A. Shafer, one of
the proprietors, bas recently been here
to arrange for extensive repairs and im·
put twenty drops
provements. Many of the rooms are
haler that comes with every outfit, and j
ilready engaged. The hotel will not be
then breathe it for three minutes four
for summer guests only, but will be open
times a day.
during the whole year.
No dangerous drugs or alcoholic conMrs. Putnam of the Howard has purwhen
chased the mail route from the depot to ι itronger, and sulphur well mixed with coctions are taken into the system
the
the post office and the delivery of ex- rum. Put in all the rum the law will Hyomei is used. Breathed through
bitters, inhaler, the balsamic fragrance of Hyo- Λ'ϋΙ be with us this season and will he pleased to »ee all old customer*
press. The Howard has become very : illow. I call it Governor Cobb's
most remote cells
popular. It. is hoped with increased [t will keep a man's politics from sour- mei penetrates to the
accommodations that Bethel will again ing and help him to vote the Republican of the nose and throat, and thus kills Η-ΚΊΊΊ' ■!■! 1-M 1 111 HI 1 I 111 -H-H- ·Ι I Μ ΠΙ I I 1 I t ; Π
welcome the large number of summer Licket another year. It will be well to the catarrhal germs, heals the irritated
keep the bitters out of Mr. Pettengill's mucous membrane, and gives complet
guests as in former years.
Blue Stores.
W. C.
and permanent cure.
The schools in town opened Monday. light.
Ί.
Thousands of testimonials have been
Mr. Brown of Palermo returned as masAnnouncement.
An
made
cures
ter of the grammar school and Mies
given as to the astonishing
The past winter is said to have beeu a by this remedy. J. S. Nugent, treasurer
Twaddle, Miss Andrews and Miss Richis
it
and
in
the
bard one for
reported of the New York Life Insurance Comdeer,
ardson are in their former positions
This season of the year demands an underwear that is medium
that they have died in quantities in the pany, writes:
the lower grades.
"Ilyomei has completely
The burning of the buildings of Mr. Maine woods. It is possible that the cured my daughter of catarrh, from
in weight. Winter underwear is too warm while the
to
I
C. £. Valentine last Saturday was a very time may come when it will be necessary which she has been a sufferer for years."
We have, however, several grades
The complete Ilyomei outfit costs but
I summer weights is too grea'.
sad affair. The fire caught mysterious- to increase the price of hunting licensee
a
for just this kind of weather.
ly in the stable and Mr. Valentine being to obtain funda-'With which to provide one dollar, and as the inhaler will last
) that are
in lifetime and there is sufficient Ilyomei
away on the R. F. D. route only women food for the deer during the winter,
and Mr. Valentine's little son were at order to preserve our game. The sug- for several weeks' treatment, it is the
All Wool White Worsted at....$i per garment.
catarrhal
remedy
economical
home. By the time the alarm could be gestion is made that the next legislature most
X
Mixed Gray Worsted at
of
75c. per garment.
known. Extra bottles can be procured
given but little could be saved. The establish the office of Commissioner
Âsk F. Λ. Shurtleff &
loss was about 14000 with an insurance Game Feeding, with a salary of $1500, for fifty cents.
Cotton at
50c.
per garment.
of $2000. Not only do Bethel people an office at the state bouse, and a clerk. Co. to show you the strong guarantee
at
Ecru
I
50c. per garment.
to an- under which they sell Hyomei.
express much sympathy but a host of John Jones of *Jonesville wishes
at
B'ue
I
!!
people who have enjoyed the Valentine nounce that if this is done he shall be a 1
garment.
50c
per
—
hume for many seasons as summer candidate for the position.
for
with
at
to
of
the
loss
will
hear
he
least
it
not
one
regret.
Would
of
you
guests
try
good judgement
j|
Word has been received at Good Will
Last Friday and Saturday Miss L. M.
If you cannot
will give
these kinds? Sickness is
you know.
II
Stearns held her millinery opening, and Farm that Andrew Carnegie
Associawill see samples of these in our wind·.λ*, v
the ladies were much pleased with the $15,000 to the Good Will Home
spire time to come :n you
a library building on condition
display of hats, trimmings and fancy tion for
for
a new enadditional
an
that
$15,000
goode. All epoke in praise of the cour- dowment fund be raised. It will be reteous attention given by Miss Stearns
We tickle the taste of smokmembered that when the Charles E.
and her assistants.
The rain of Friday was a welcome one Moody building was destroyed by lire,
ers with our cigars.
the Good Will Home
for river driving bad come to a stand- December 31st,
Paris.
;;
of about
still. Warren Emery has 7,000.000 for Association lost its library
that
We have
later a new
A
few
volumes.
5300
days
to
be
the International Paper Company
at Good Will to
driven out of Sunday River and a large library was founded
hundred volumes have
have been tried and
crew of men have been waiting for a which several
The Good Will Home
long time. F. L. Edwards lias several been contributed.
of
of
the
is
assured
growth
tested.
thousand cords at Alder River to be Association
rate of about 500
driven out. D. R. Hastings has 5000 this library at the
a suitable building
if
volumes
annually
We have them large and
cords of pulp wood in Wild River,
Carnegie is
Gilead, to be driven into the big river. is provided.withMr.theAndrew
small, strong or mild.
facts and makes this
Hastings Bros, have 5000 cords of pulp acquainted
offer.
Pleasant
of
driven out
wood to be
them
We
River in Mason, and E. S. Kilborn bas a
LAST HOPE VANISHED.
large quantity in Mill Stream. The
When leading physicians said that W.
moist
Androscoggin will soon receive a large
Pékin, la., had incurable
quantity of logs if the water in the small M. Smithart, ofhis
last hope vanished; I
our
a few reasons
streams rises so the logs can be floated. consumption,
but Dr. King's New Discovery for Connever disappoint.
him
and
Hebron.
cigars
Colds, kept
sumption. Coughs
->·
Brainard of Gardner, out of his grave. He says: "This great
Mrs. Α. II.
saved
and
cured
me,
with
her
completely
specific
Pharmacist.
Mass., is spending a few weeks
for
Old DutotL Process.
my life. Since then, I have used it
father, Dr. Crane.
it a marMr. and Mrs. Fred Marshall and little over ten years, and consider
Next to Post Office, South Paris.
Miss Ethel have feturned home from a velous throat and lung cure." Strictly
ask for
Throats
If you want a
four weeks' visit to relatives and friends scientific cure for Coughs, Sore
or Colds; sure preventive of pneumonia.
in New York and Massachusetts.
bottles at F.
Ernest Sturtevant went home to Dix- Guaranteed, 50c. and 81.00
A. Shurtleff à Co.'s, South Paris, West
field Wednesday.
Miss Adeline Chesley has gone to Paris. Trial bottle free.
Buckfield to live with her sister, Mrs.
For the first time since tHe Civil
Another trolley road from Lewiston to
Betsey Jordan.
Articles of War it is
in prospect.
is
to sell bread raisers
Portland
Much work is being done in the cemeGuaranteed to wear for five years.
association have been filed with the
are 10 quart
tery in the Center District. Those own- railroad commissioners by the Lewiston for 2; cents.
ing lots are all interested and work to- and Portland Railroad Co. for an elec- size with a ventilated cover, not footgether. The work of improving was tric railroad to start at Auburn and pass
I have only a few and can
ed
started by Miss Bertha Packard and Miss
the towns of New Gloucester,
Grace Bumpus. Work has also been through
to
Falmouth
and
Cumberland
probably get no more at this price.
commenced in the cemetery by the Gray,
Portland. The capital is 5150,000. Two
church.
of the directors are Messrs. Libby and
Ira Bearce goes to Phillips this week
owiers of the power at Deer
as principal of the high school which Dingley,
The length of the
near Lewiston.
Rips,
the
24th.
Monday,
opens
He.
South
proposed road is thirty miles. It is unHenry Bearce is home from Orono for derstood
that the road will not be built
the Easter vacation and their sister
this voar
Alice from her teaching in Buckfield.

\ fine line of Trimmed, Untrimmed and Ready·

All the Latest Novelties, Etc.

Hats.

;o-wear

MRS. HILLS

Medium Underwear.

change

adapted
Gray

|

Jersey
Jersey

Right"

"Just

·*

I

CIGARS.
brands

F. H. NOYES CO..

why

BROOKS—The

good paint,

Patton's Sun-Proof Paints,

Bread Raisers 25c.
possible
They

JAP'A'LAC,

CHASE'S VARIETY STORE,

of the lumber
mill operators at East Sumner, died at
hie residence Friday forenoon after a
short illness. He was operated upon
on Tuesday for appendicitis, and while
the surgical part was successful the impaired condition by recent sickness so
weakened his system there was not sufficient vitality for him to recover. Mr.
Berry was an industrious, capable and
useful citizen and greatly respected by
all that knew him, and bis loss to the
He
community will be deeply felt.
leaves a widow but no children.
Mr. A. J.

Berry,

one

East Bethel.
The spring term of school is

a

good

line of

South Paris, Maine.

HARNESS, BLANKETS AND
ROBES, WHIPS, HALTERS,

I have also found them of
plete
great benefit in general debility and
nerve trouble, and keep them constantly
on hand, since, as I And they have no
equal." F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
Paris. Went Paris, guarantee them at
SOc. a bottle.

The body of a man found in an old
logging camp at the Chain of Ponds was

in
session under the instruction of Miss
Miss
Russell
is
Russell.
Maud
boarding
at J. M. Bartlett's.
Mr. P. B. Howe is building a summer
cottage for Mr. Morningstar of New
York on the shores of Songo Tond in
Bethel.
Mrs. R. C. Clark and two children are
now the guests of Mrs. A. M. Clark.
A party of sixty or more enjoyed the
grange supper Thursday evening at the
home of II. E. Bartlett, the proceeds
being over eleven dollars. The next
supper will be held with Mr. and Mrs.
F. B. Howe, May 4th.
now

that of a French Canadian
river driver named
Joseph Bolger.
Bolger belonged in St. Francis, P. Q.,
near the Maine boundary line, and tnd
been missing since last December. He
had evidently been dead a long time.
It was at first thought that he had been
murdered, but investigation by a coroner
led him to believe that death was due to

identified

natural

as

causes.

A DAREDEVIL

RIDE

F.

ETC.

cure.

A.

than

ever

we

before.

Prices Reasonable.

room

tenement

and

one

|

tenement with stable room and

garden

with each.

HILLS,

t

SILK· linen and cotton.
! CENT T0 §2.00.

15 CENTS TO 83.00.

F.

A.

MII('RTI.tKFF <fc

j

The Blood which Made

{

{

|

\

,

■

| Maine.

A.^

Mill HTI.KKK

CO.

Village Farm Famous Produced

AMERICAN LAW

1=4

2.22

rum-j· 'ust
Started
Maine's Fastest Green Trotter 1W04. Sure to beat 215.
'·
I'
Fall—won :! races. Brother in blood t<· The Friend 2.13 1-4. Little .Iml^··
etc. .Sire, lleir-at-Law 2.05 3·4(ρ), 2.12('), world's champion double L'ait· ·! «uili ό,
f
eire of 20 in list. Dam, Florence Chimes, by Chimes, sire of s in 2 10 Ii>r.
Lady of the Manor 2.04 I-4. Dare Devil 2.00, Merriment 2.11 1-4, American Π«·Ιί»·<
2.12 1-4 and 24 others, Grandam, Myrtle, by Almont Jr. 2.20, .sire of Η<·ί!<· Hamlin
«*.
2.12 .'5-4, etc., also dam of Lord Derby 2.0.» .5-4 and 4 others in 2.10. Λ hut· in I
handsome bay horse. 15-2, 1050 lbs., foaled IS5W. Colts are Ulne Kibhoii winner*
Se:t»"U ·!"»<·»
#nd promising speed. Terms $25 season, usual return privilege.
For catalogue address
June 1st.

VIEW

MOUNTAIN

FARM,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

SYMPTOMS THAT INVITE GERMS
Looked

Little Ailments that Should Be
After if One Wants to
Anyone

wlm

has

any

Keep Well.

of the many Pain uniler shoulder Sleeplessness
bla-!e
Palpitation of the heart

lymptoniN caused by poor dilation
hould take special care to avoid condiions wlu-re disease germs are likely to
Kxtreine thinness is the
>e present.
nost common indication of a weak stomof
but
the following symptoms
ich,
any
ire also good evidence of stomach trouves.

Pain

between

•1ère

shou!

Delects

of

\

hearlut;

1»1·»ιι

These little ailments, which indicate
weak stomach and imperfect digestion,
should be look after by the use ·>ί Mi °·
A tablet
na, if one wants to keep well.
of this remarkable remedy, taken before
each meal, will so strengthen the stomach and digestive organs that naiuril
weight will be restored and perfect lie.tlt'i
a

Jnca-lnees at stomach
iciaitv
Vater bru*h
pitting up of foo<l

Confusion of mln<l

ensatlon of weight or
lien vines· at pit of
stomach
ore mou h

infallible
Mi-o-na is so
Coate-l tongue
Sour taste In the mouth
and the many diseases resulta
l>lar bu'i
from a weakened stomach, that
l>rv skin
Nervousness
guarantee to refund the money is
Sick he tlache
with every box, should it not give peri.OD|k<I| η of the lioa'l fect satisfaction.
Ask P. A.
Vrrtluo or <iUzln '**
& Co. to show you the Mi-o-na
Drowsiness

lollc

Constipation

eiltnient In urine

Flatulency

Heartburn

Nausea
(irtpee

and strength regained.

indigestion
ing

in ftirini;

nearly

given

Shurtletf
guarantee.

eight sweat··

leaitache
old hamls ami feet

Money Saved I

Sven

]

A.

F.

CO

»

j

Etc.

F. A.SHURTLEFF&CO.

Optioian.

]

suae-ful

a

AT THE PHARMACIES OF

I

|

for

needed

tiling

Hooks, Sinktrs, H:iskets, Flies, Leaders, Etc.,

2 Stores,

by

by

_

l"·

Χ

STEEL, BAMBOO AND LANCEWOOD.
10 CENTS T0 85 oo.

REELS,

TO LET.
room

headquarters

again,

for ever)

I IMPQ
L,l

φ

South Paris, Maine.

are

nnnc
rv^ LF^,

φ

I

». 0. & β. W.
One 5

««H'HTLEFK

A.

F.

CO.

's here

TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES
larger

SHURTLEFF 4.

THE FISHING SEASON

((Dur line of
Is

Wears Like Iron.

J. P. Richardson,

Remember

CHEATED DEATH.
Kidney trouble often ends fatally, but We carry
by choosing the right medicine. Ε. H.
Wolfe, of Bear Grove, Iowa, cheated
death. He says: "Two years ago Iliad
Kidney Trouble, which caused me great
pain, suffering and anxiety, but I took
Electric Bitters, which effected a com-

bast Sumner.

Floor Finish,

A

Oils, Varnishes, Brushes.

Paris,

sticky

_

{

Strictly Pure.

•^Guaranteed

often ends in a sad accident. To heal accidental injuries, use Bucklen's Arnica
J. H. STUART,
Salve. "A deep wound in my foot, from
South Paris, Me.
longer living alone, having procured a
an accident," writes Theodore Schuele,
Lovell.
housekeeper in the person of a widow
of Columbus, 0., "caused me great pain.
C. H. Brown and wife are in Portland
Smith from Bangor.
Physicians were helpless, but Bucklen's
Furniture Poli*li.
Several years ago a canal was proposed this week.
Arnica Salve quickly healed it." Soothes
Mrs. Henry G. Walker and George W.
across the base of Cape Cod, but for
It is neither
Best in the market.
and heals burns like magic. Only 25c.
some reason it never materialized ; now Walker were at Saco last week to attend
at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s Drug Stores,
and
nor
gives a fine
of
her
sister's
Mr.
gummy
husband,
they are talking it up again, and it may the funeral
South Paris, West Paris.
lustre. 2<> cents per bottle. Sold
perhaps be constructed before the Paul Sands.
C. K. Chapman was at South Paris
Panama canal, which is dragging along
T. F. HATIIAWAY,
The work on the Auburn-Turner elecand Norway Tuesday.
like a snail at leisure.
South Paris, Maine.
Over
is
road
tric
finely.
have
movand
progressing
Stevens
in
Arthur
common
with
times
family
Yes,
change
ties are laid with 0,000 more to be
at
the
20,000
from
the
ed
of
on
the
17th
village,
parsonage
elaej
April,
everything
put in place. The work of laying the
Wanted.
1848, 1 commenced my eummer'e work and the rooms are being painted.
Mrs. Volk and family have arrived for rails will begin at once and the cars will
for Capt. Thomas Stickney, my wages to
hire
a good man for all round
To
when
arrives.
be
July
running
be nine dollars a month, that being the the season and are at their residence
farm work,
the season or the year.
highest price paid for boy labor at that Heronoaks.
is
Barnes
Walker
store
of
The
time. Now farmers would be glad to
being FRIGHTFUL SUFFERING RELIEVED.
S. M. KING,
pay twice that amount for the same kind painted and shingled. It was left in bad
Suffering frightfully from the viruSouth Paris, Me.
of
last
wiDter.
the
tire
condition
of help and cannot get it. At that time
by
lent poisons of undigested food, C. G.
many young men went to Massachusetts
of Lula, Miss., took Dr. King's
Grayson
South Rumford.
to get better wages; now they are all
New Life Pills, "with the result," he
wanted here except the dead heads, and
John Ruse has engaged to work for writes, "that I was cured." All stomthe demand is much greater than the M. L. and W. A. Wyman and has moved ach and -bowel disorders give way to
from Wilson Thomas' house at East their tonic, laxative properties. 25 cents
supply.
Sylvester Cole still meets with mis- Rumford into Nick Falardo's house on at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'e, South Paris,
fortune. It will be remembered that Hall Hill.
West Paris.
Jeweler and Graduate
some time ago he fell and injuredhimJack Tweedie bas moved from Nick
self, producing hemorrhage which laid Falardo's house into John Dupili's
PROBATE NOTICES.
him up for several weeks. The other house and Mr. Dupill has moved to the
To all person* Interested In either of the Estate»
day he (dipped and fell on the ice in Falls.
hereinafter named :
such a way as to dislocate hie shoulder,
Stillman Phinney is through working
At κ 1'roliate Court, held at Paris, In and
thus placing him on the lame list once for Bert Sloan and will move to the for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
April. In the year of our Lord one thousand
more.
Falls.
The following matter
nine hundred and Ore.
Fred Cole has token E. W. Penley's
Perley and Jim Putnam are on a busi- having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby Okdkked:
farm for one year and moved on to it. ness trip to Boston.
MORWAY, MAINE.
notice thereof be given to all person» InFrank Maxtield is soon to move back
Mrs. Belle Jones is visiting her daugh- te That
rente. 1, by causing a copy of this order to be
in
from Taris and expects to occupy Mr. ter, Mrs. Minnie Freeman,
Newton, published three weeks successively In the Oxpublished at South
Cole's house.
Mass., and her son George is keeping ford Democrat, a newspaper
Pari·, In said County, tnat they may appear at a
is
now
the
little
red
while
she
are
hall
bachelor's
NOTICE.
away.
They
repairing
Probate Court to ue held at Paris, on the
school house and woodshed so as to be
Lottie Swain is learning the dress- third Tuesday of May, A. D. 1903, at 9
The subscriber hereby gives notice thut he ha» I
In thn forenoon, and be heard there- been duly appointe·! administrator of the
clock
the
of
the
0.
Ames
at
which
is
to
Mrs.
E.
for
the
school
soon
trade
maker's
of
ready
on If they see cause.
estate of
commence.
Falls.
WILLI* M DEXTER BROWN, late of Si inner,
EDWIN F RICHMOND, lAte of Oxfonl, In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Mrs. Clara Fuller and her father, W.
for
thereof
and
will
ileceased:
probate
Bast Hebron.
petition
bonde as the law direct*. All portions having
M. Adams, were at Rumford last week
presented by Louisa A. Richmond, the ex- demande against the estate of said deceased are
One-half of our spring has departed packing Mr. Adams' goods. He ie going icutrlx therein name 1.
desired to present the same for settlement, an·)
with the things that once were with us. to live with his son Charles at Zircon.
EMMA I). RICHER, la e of Waterford, de- all indebted thereto are requested to make pay
The mud Ift drying up slowly.
ceased; will and petltlou for probate thereof ment Immediately.
MORRIS R. FOGG.
April 18th, 1905.
On Saturday morning Streaked Mountpresented by Charles M Coolldge, the executor
North Lovell.
therein named.·
ain was white with enow, but when the
is
at
work
of
Bartlettboro
Fred Warren
NOTICE.
JULIA G. RATES, late of Paris, deceased:
sun rose a change quickly took place.
for H. B. McKeen.
will and petition for probate thereof presented
The subscriber hereby gives notlr* that he I
Mr. Edwin Allen and wife of this place
executor
therein
named.
with
the
Lewis
C.
commenced
Bates,
has
been
School
Monday
L»y
duly appointed administrator of the |
moved last Saturday to their place at
estate of
Mabel Brooke from Milton Plantation as
JOHN D. DUNN, late of 8nmnor, deceased;
McA LLIS I ER. late of Lov· II,
PETER
Turner Four Corners.
teacher. She boards at Wm. Gammon's. petition that Charles H. Bonney or some other In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
Mr. Albert Merrill is having a trench
administrator, bonds as the law direct*. Λ!1
Nell Sawyer visited her daughter, Mrs. suitable pen-on be appointed
persons having |
I by C- H. Ronney, Geo. D. Grose and
dug to lay a pipe to bring the water into Watson McAllister, of North Waterford, présente
demand» against the estate of said deceased artU. R. Pogg, selectmen of Sumner.
desired to present the same for seulement, and I
his house and stable. Mr. Charles Delast week.
GEORGE P. WHITNEY, late of Oxford, de- all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
Coeta, Mr. John Harper and brothers are
W. W. Durgin went to Bridgton Wed- ceased ; first account presented for allowance by ment Immediately.
»t work for him.
April 18th, 1905. G. I'ERLEV MCALLISTER. |
nesday to attend the funeral of his sister, Walter L. Gray, administrator.
H. A. Record has arranged his work
Mrs. Hannah Barker. Mrs. Wm. Gamlate of Paris, deA.
LAPITAM.
HARRIET
to cultivate hie farm himself the present
NOTICE.
mon came home with him.
based ; first account presented for,allowance by
year and enjoy home life again.
[.eroy F. Everett, executor.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
Mre. L. R. Hodedon and granddaughREUELO. MOULTON, late of f.areden, de- has been duly appointed administrator of the
TROUBLE
STOMACH
ter passed several days last week in SERIOUS
seawl; first account presented for allowance estate of
WILSON 8TILLM Wt, late of Peru,
CURED.
North Aubnrn with friende that are eick.
>y Happy L. Moulton and Wilbur D. Moulton,
In the County of Oxford,
deceased, and
ixecntors.
Mr. Boyd from New Hampshire exAll persui.s
I was troubled with a distress in my
bonds a·· the 'aw directe
ALBERT L. SOULE, late of Ox'ord, depecte to become clergyman in thie place itomacb, sour stomach and vomiting
iving demands against the estate of sal I deallowance
undented
for
account
first
desired
to
the
same
for setceased are
present
the next Sunday. Thie will be hie first spells, and can truthfully say that «seed;
.lement, and all indebted thereto are requested
>y Truman H. Soute, aumlnl trator.
ittempt in the work. He la a young Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabmake
to
payment immediately.
EDWIN E. BROWN, of Oxford; petition for
JAM Κ *8. WRIGHT.
man with a wife and two children.
lets cured me.—Mrs. T. V. Williams, , lcense to soil and convey real ertite presented
April 18th, 1905.
Snow etorme are short but they put in Laingsbnrg, Mich. These tablets are ι >y Mary E. Brown, guardian.
but
NOTICE.
their appearance quite often,
they guaranteed to cure every case of %tom- GEORGE STEVENS, late of Cambridge, In
ire more desirable now than in May or M)h trouble of this character.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
For sale ( he County of Middlesex and Commonwealth of
ns been duly appointed administrator with the I
of
will
and
deceased;
June.
copy
1
ilaasachusetu,
South
Paris; Jones
by Shurtleff Λ Co.,
of
tetHlon for probate thereof and the appolnt- rill annexed of the estate
MARTHA R. DOE, late of Parts.
Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore, oentofWm. E. Lloyd or some other suitable
North Parle.
All persons
deceased.
of
η
the
the
will
Oxfonl,
with
annexed
administrator
County
aa
tenon
Everett Bobbins has bought the farm Norway.
iresented by raid Wm. E. Lloyd, administrator laving demands against the estate of said de< ceased are desired to present the same for aettlcIn
said
of
Commonwealth
annexed
the
will
ι kt Jackson Village owned by Sylvester
rith
nent, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
"I have used Chamberlain'· Stomach lassachuectts.
< tnd will move there.
nakr payment Immediately
Ε. E. Field has several ton· of good ind Li τA· Tablets with most satisfactory MARTHA D. STEVENS, of Cambridge, In the
LORES B. MERRILL
April 1Mb,ΙΙΤδ.
Mrs. F. L. Phelps, Hou·- < :ommonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased;
results,"
say·
sell.
to
lay
thereof
for
and
of
will
<
probate
petition
Marcellue Littlehale has been sick in ion. Texas. For indigestion, biliousness opy
NOTICE.
William E. Lloyd, the executor
resented
ind constipation these tablets are most liereof andby
named therein.
Louisana.
The subscriber hereby gives noUce that he
Λ
Shurtleff
Sold
excellent.
Co.,
by
I
tas iieen duly appointed administrator of the
of
wife
Frank
to
the
16,
Bom,
FANNIK ELIZABETH STEVENS,GEORGE
South Paris; Noyes Drug Store, Nor· 'RED STEVENS and WENDELL HERBERT < xtatt of
Slwell, a daughter.
ELLEN TOOTH AKER, late of Dlxlleld.
t TEVEN8, wards, of Cambridge In the ComMrs. Willis Walker of Lewlston and iray; Jones Drug Store, Oxford.
of Oxford, deceased, and given
of Massachusetts; petition for 1 η the County
I lonwoaith
All persons having
tonds as ti e law directs
Eva Jacobs of Bryant'· Pond are visiting
cense to sell and convey real estate presented
em and· against the estate of said deceased an
FOOT-E1SK.
km
AIXEH1
lasPlBth,
1 it Erneet Mason's.
y William ■. Lloyd, guardian.
for
same
lealred to present the
settlement, and
Shake lato your shoes Allen's foot-Ease, a
West Paris Orange I· anxiously awaitADDISON S. HERRICK, Judge of said Court, ι 11 Indebted thereto are requested to make payeues Corns. Bnnlons, Painful,
It
wwder.
lent Immediately.
1 ng the visit of 8tate Master O. Gardner
""
laaittBf, Hot, Swollea (set. At all Druggists
D. HU,
April Util, 1900. JOHN H. TOOT H A KM.
1 « April 8Sd.
ι tad Shoe Store·, Ko.

April

I

White Lead.

enough.

Just

Norway.

South

αττΒΤ^κι

right-

keep

"f

J

expensive

that are
to you, I will allow you what
worth in 'xchwge for new

Bring me all your old glasses

of no

am

equipped

well

orrect

they are
glasses.

appliances to determine ami
glasses will tit you with the

with the latest instruments and

any defect of the eye, and should you need

Best French
or a

use

Crystalline

Lens at Half Price

Short Time. Difficult Cases Solicited. Satisfaction Guaranteed
Embrace this opportunity and save your sight.

or

Money

efunded.

Eyes

tested and fitted at your home.

Drop a postal

to

>R. A. DeWITT PARM ENTER, Eye Refractionist,
Merrill

ormerly

Mtidbllo,

of Boston, Mass.

Norway, Maine.

Optician. Graduate
practical experience.

Scientific and Practical

Philadelphia Optical College;

15 years

of the

Consultation and advice free.
of OptloAl Repair Work. Cheap·

ïhe (Otfovd

Ociupcrat.

Gerald Clifford is at home from dente
in Boston.

college

Ι Horrible

Suits and Coats.

Base Ball.

NORWAY.

Affair at Eaat Waterforf

5.

Ladies'

-

Specialty

Store.

-

21;
thoroughly repair
residence, the Gen. Georg
come
Paris High School base ball tear
You will find many pretty styles and materials in our stock of Suits
L Beal homestead on Cottage
afternooi
the
season
Saturday
tenemeni
opened
a double
The Epworth League will have a busiI and arranging it for
GKA.Nl> TRUSS RAILWAY.
with a defeat, Edward Little High ο and Coats for spring. Ours are all made especially for us therefore they
Sunday
WALKING SKIRTS, all colors, mixed goods, latest styles,
ness meeting and social at the
parsonage Edward C. Hilton shot and instan
Aubuin
re
December
Danforthι
winning easily by a score of 2
4,1304,
A.
and Mrs. Frank
Commencing
others. You will find our prices right.
^
it look are just a little different from
Wednesday
evening.
three
the
first
$3·5ο» S3-98 to $5·°°
For
to
5.
thit
innings
southern
turned from their
trip
l'Allie
TRUSS LKAVK SOUTH
ed
as though the g>«ne would be a verj
win
blouse
The regular meeting of the W. H. M.
abort
and
brown
most
a
jacket,
black,
pleasant
week. The report
ONE LOT Suite of novelty mixture in blue,
(<l*llv. Sun.lav«
,'own east)-5 « a.
S. will be held with Mrs. Benjamin
good one but in this inning occurred ai ι
DRESS SKIRTS, black, brown and blue, pl.dted to tiie waist, latest
* ,l4 * *·
ter in the south.
>'
sun<lay
"
le
satin lined, flat collar, trimmed with steel buttons and braid, large
Ur·
which seemed to unnerve tin >
heavy
accident
ot
Swett Friday afternoon, April 28th.
Small
the
of
owner
place
The
and $10.00
$10.00
knee
Υ
»:4?
Υ.
tbe
a.
ΪΛ
freauent
from
down,
accidents
novelty in Dress Skirts,....$4 50, $5.00, $7.00, $8.00
ΐ„Λ,. we-»)—WSff
sleeve, full skirt, plaited
Bridge Street is greatly improving it by |%hole team, as such
George Wise has sold his marble busitally. *>uii'l»y» lnclu'le«t). Sun-lay only,
Μ
the ground ly do, and in the next inning Edwan I
and
«pairing
blouse
blue and black,
jacket, yoke
ness, including the shop on Pleasant
il a *
Little by good batting assisted by Paris ONE LOT Suite of good quality cheviot,
about the house. If other
a
Street near the depot, to J. F. Bolster ol
limon·» house
sui'TH kakis post ornes.
°w°er18.."
front and back trimmed with black silk braid, tucked from yoke down, large
do like· errors scored 9 runs which were enouel 1
the village would
in
estate
real
I
Norway.
*· to 7 A) F. M.
,od IL incited b, th. Ρ«"»«· ° wise the
the game. The game wai
$15.00
e Hours : 7 30 A.
tucked cuff, full skirt, plaited from the knee,
sleeve,
village streets would be greatly to haveatwon
the end of the seventh inninf
called
CHURCHES.
ASK FOR GREEN TRADING STAHPS. _>■
George Γ. Aldrich and family are movOxford to enable the Auburn team to return οι 1 ONE LOT Shirt Waist Suits of good brilliantine in brown and blue, waist tucked
Convocation
,trettaUoual Church. Prea'hlnp eer- ing to the farm of John McPhee, where
train. Paris High l»ai
m *n-l 7 OOP M.; Sun.lHTiK.-hoo
»,
Mr. Aldrich will work for Mr. McPhee
back and front, large sleeve tucked from cuff nearly to elbow, changeable
R. A. Chapter, No. 29, was held at Ma- the afternoon
t K. at Κ υορ Μ ; Church prayer
S i·
this season.
*P" certainly had more than its share of harr
sonic Hall, Wednesday
$4.98
L. M.
silk tie, tucked shirt, regular sizes,
Tuiv-l'V evening at 7 OoVock. AU,
morn
..,i,
f
then
with
l
Sunday
To begin
been living elsewhere
19th at which Ihe Past and Most Excel luck this spring.
onn-. U,·.», are cordially lnvlte<l.
7î, ?
Subject at the Universalist Young he carried
were but four of last year's team left it
is tucked front
se*"*1
waist
linen
flnisb
white
conferred
of
were
Suits
u"r st t hurch. Kev H. A. ClIITonl. Pastor.
Waist
upon
Shirt
goods,
lent
ONE
LOT
136 Main
degrees
18-4.
soito thi candidates.
Norway.
m mlng prayer meeting9.»A *.,
People's Christian Union next Sunday
Fifleld, Briggs, Penfoldanr
There was a large attend- school,
with two embroidered panels in front, plaited skirt with two emand
back
i.lnv·' -erv'ce 10:45 a H ; sabhath Schoo evening, "The Inward Thought and the
Fifieid
four
these
one,
Of
Record.
only
m
ν i.worth l.e^gue Meeting 6 15 γ.
$3.98
Outward Life—the Relation of Pure
broidered panels to match waist, very neat,
*
pra\ er roee:
to his was abie to play, the other three ai
lira ver ni.etlue 7 00 Y
at>Rev J. E. Bndden is confined
list. This made il
I
lay evening; claw meeting, Frl-lay Thinking to High Living.0
but is apparently rather gaining being ou the sick
front
and
inches
22
covert
of
house!
Coats
long,
strapped
LOT
cloth,
ONE
good
Separate
necessary to organize a new team froir
CbetO.ro.
In addition to the regular services at
his strength, but slowly.
"!ï, tf-t liurrh Kev. J. Wallace
$7.50
with
also tabs and buttons, large sleeve, tucked at cuff, satin lined,
and now
rvtce 10:45 A
r
the
back,
the
at
players,
on Sun-lav, (ifem-lilng
younger
the Universalist church next Sunday
of
Congre
The week
meetings
β* r.
who was playing third base
.'l; ni m lm ·» l-7*·.Y. V.M.;HC.Ï,
he annual sermon to the Odd Fellows
loose back with belt, flat
gational and Universalist churches have Wheeler,
Tue-Uv evenln*
nl ONE LOT Misses' Coats of light covert cloth, unlined,
meetiBf
are
All
will
the
at
interest. The churches and was one of the most promising
tree.
2::J0
be
delivered
of
unusual
Seat-»
:#».
been
pastor
by
rvl.e at 7
and
$3.98
ol
braid
out
silk
sleeve,
and
pockets,
of
large
buttons,
collar
velvet,
l*. m.
The public are invited.
have been filled every evening. Very the young players, injured
'xir-allbt Church, Kev J. "· Little, Pastor
at the the game the team will be weaker thar
have
excellent
presided
in
tucked
a.
speakers
flat
collar, fly front,
Coats of gray and brown mixture,
-ervlce every Sumlay at 10 45
*_
There was a pleasant surprise at the
ever.
However, a great eifort will be ONE LOT Rain
m.
Evening service,
a very serviceneat
·,;. School ;it t:
cuff,
back
line
to
Methodist Sunday School Sunday when
once
sleeve,
waist
sick
the
from
of
shoulder,
belt,
large
some
back
Bartlettot Sto^m made to get
Ρ M.
Mr. Benjamin Swett on occasion of his
into the game and get the team on to ita
$9 00
........
«TATKl» JIKfcTINOS.
able garment,
was in town Thursday on business.
w as
with a gold watch
presented
birthday
has been call- feet so that it will be able to make a
Keeular
town
No.
H.
A
meeting
Lo'lge,
special
M.-Parte
Λ
TO
«15.00.
ι- 4
OTHERS FROM «7.50
.
charm
Mr. Swett made a few feel'iug
iu its next game which
*
have became an indis··.
Γιη-η Ιην evening on or l>eiore full moon
ed for Saturday afternoon at 2 υ clock, better showing
on
regular meet- remarks expressing his gratitude.
"l. .>.<>. P.—Mount Mica l.o«lge.week.—Aurora
'Où. To see what sum of will be with Lewiston High School
April
2Hth,
eaen
of
.enlne
l.i«
r
,r-i'l:iv
breast,
pensable gat ment.
and the high school grounds Fast Day.
Kev. Howard A. Clifford went to East
money the town will vote to grant
neiit, liretan.l thirl Monday evening*
the
con>n
aid
to
loan
of
funeral
to
or
8.
the
il.
attend
tax
»·.
month.
Every season adds to
raise by
,!
Wilton, Friday,
»' ·«·.
««
in Pleaean· Kel>ckah Lodge, No
; -Μ
a.b. κ b.h P.O. α. κ
his friend, lion. L). ( r.xiieun. Mr. Heau
struction of a railroad from
their popularity. Our
se.on.1 *n.l fourth frlday* of each
A sociable will be held in New Hall
next Friday evening, at 7:45 o'clock
Admission 15 cents.

SOUTH PARIS.
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able business man and had served
first selectman of his town, as prison
inspector, and on state valuation comof late.
His home welcomed many gether
mission.
guests and was a center for various
Wheeler-Hayes.
social gatherings.
"arte lirange. from May 1 to Oct. 1,
It
'*1
Satunlay, during the
nr-t .tu.l thirl
Robert Wheeler was considerably hurt
In
.- r of the year, meet· every Satunlay,
ι·
by an accidental collision in Saturday's Tuesday evening, when Alton
Halt.
1»
^è
of
»
fourth
an«l
Monuy·
g. C.—Second
ball game. He was stealing second and ° c Cnnih Paris and M 88 Edith li. n»j
{
month.
«ι
uoited in marriage.
in sliding to the base hit the bent knee
„
No.
lsl,
Brook
Lo«tge,
11,
\
p.— Stony
y
and a lew intimate mend.
of Cole, who was playing second for
: -c orn! an'l fourth Wednesday evening»
Edward Little aud was stooping to catch "
;. ;n u month.
Ρ llamlln Lodge, No. 31. meet· ever) the ball.
Wheeler took the blow in the
Hall.
at
Pythian
%
t
vtnlng
He has been
arln regiou of the stomach.
u vv ....linen of America—South
V
Tue#
laid up since, and has been in considerSu In3ii7, meets second an·! fourth
W .'.ι.*-In UoMeu Crow Hal!.
able pain, but was improving Monday
\nanuni.—Parrle Council, No. ln.i,
Jacob Han., a cousin of the bride, was
morning.
::r«t Aii'l thin! Mon-lay evening» at. 3".
ami
KutU
■ictier
ami little Misses
was observed at the 1'niversEaster
Wood
in
M vs Klsie Bolster is teaching
Florence Hayes, also her cousins were
The church was
church
alist
Sunday.
week.
this
k. lier schiHi! opening
very prettily decorated with plants and
\1ι>. Κ. N. Anderson returned Wed- (lowers and twelve were taken into UnPortland.
in
visit
week's
ϋ
church at the morning service. In the
sihty from
lot eveuing there was a concert by the
the
has
houi;ht
Uitvis
H.
and
,,rw
members of the Sunday School which
i,«j stable of J. F. Plumrner on Maple
of rose point lace, and
garnitures
credit
much
was very tine and reflected
street.
on the children and those who labored
l'aris
of
South
offices
A
Γ.'λ- stores ami
so hard to make it such a success.
in.se all day Fast Day, uext Thurs large congregation attended both the
ilay. April -7.
morning and eveuing service.
»>·!'! Kello*!»· Hall.
meet#
R -W. K. Klml.-tli Poet. No. 14.-.
of each
thirl ->;ttunlay evening'
λ η :
ilr
ρ nto. In b. Λ. Κ. Hall.
Λ
Kimball Kellef Corp- meet» flrei
w
Κ
-aturiay evenings of each month, In
4

was au

as

\

village to Waterford town line. The
issue to be decided by a yes and no
Also "to determine in what
ballot
manner said money shall be ra,8ed
how expended." The land damages π
Norwav, which the town will be asked
to pay will amount to something like
It » estimated
have looked into the matter. "
twotnrds
pected that the
vote can be very easily and quickly

«.M»'

My'Stive,

_

Tiel Robert
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Mrs. T. J. Kaiusdell and two children
( .ttibou are visitiuij her parents, Mr
Mrs.S. K. Ellis.

B. Lunt and family returnetl Thurs·
have
aaj from Mont ν ill®, where they
U-eu through the winter.
i-

The trustees of the Methodist church
«lu their annual meeting at the church
paru r this Monday evening.

Miss Rachel Knight of Jamaica Plain.
her
Mas-v, is a guest in the home of

grandfather, Joseph Kuight.
A special ineetinii of the South Paris
I; >ard of Trade will be held this M'»n»lay
evening to c»>usiiler important business.
There is a prospect that the higl>
school plav, "A Soldier of Fortune,"

reMptton°with

refrwl·
Odd Fellows' Block had a narrow esAbout 4
tire
Saturday.
cape from
•'clock in the afternoon a smouldering
tire was discovered in a box of sawdust f,„ a tour in «urae direct.im
which had been used for a spitt«>ou in
one of the anterooms connected with the in getting
a carriage in
havi
burned nearly
It
had
public hall.
a short distance away
through the Hoof, but had not blazed,
and was easily taken care of. The moral
friends, and though the railroad
were watched, the manner and
of this occurrence is easy, though this is
said to be not less than the third time direction of their departure, «»■ι town
that this building has been endangered
at south
in the saine way.
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kijowii o^y

waitίιικ'
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Ii*tLns

e)ud®^

Claeon, e.8
Sumner, c.f.
1

Merrill, i-b.

bf

departure
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8

A

H. 8.

B.
δ
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0

0

0
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21

9

5

2

3
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7—Total

1 2
1 0

3
3

9
0

4"
1 0

2—21
0— 5

1
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BOOTS

Norway High School team which went
to Rumford Falls Friday and played
j with Humford Falls High School SaturRumford winning
F., day were defeated,

W Holmes has been re-appointed,
amember of the local board of health

f°MrhlL? P.

Bartlett of the firm of B.
tbie
Spinney & Co. during his visit here
week is quoted as saying that if homes
secured
be
and boarding places could
for the additional help there would be
good prospect of the firm occupying t e
old shoe shop in the near future. The
shop known as the Sanborn «hoe shop
has been vacant for some years but in
the possession of the firm of
Spinney A Co. Mr. Bartlett speaksιseaiu
the most encouraging manner of the

There

high Praise for American Law.
Turf, Farm and Home of Waterville
has this highly commendatory comment

^ras:, rs.sî^e

You

make

,b«swwbU^.i«.

"z

DeTheaarrc

«

Found.

Between^

For Sale.

good

j

J.

j

■

voking

ford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
that the visitors had the discourtes y
to break up a set of dishes by carryiu g
A Magnificent Outing.
off a pudding, dish and all.
A trip through the 30,000 Islands ο
At W. B. Russell's on Gothic Stre<
the weird am
near the railroad crossing, the earn ® the Georgian Bay, visiting
night, the house was entered and moi it romantic scenery of the Inner Channe!
of the cooked food in the house wi " Manitoulin Island, the North Cbanno
carried off. Here they doubtless wei it Sault Ste. Marie, Parry Sound, Mack
is neve
into the cellar through the bulkhei d nac, etc., is one that once taken
i
door, which was not locked.
forgotten. The region stands first
enviroi
n
and
missed
has
been
but
food
interesting
scenery
lovely
Nothing
mente and
capital sport is assure
either place.
lovers of rod and gun. It also gives on
ο
M. L. Alden, aFarraington undertake
an opportunity of making a voyage
committed suicide Friday. He was
miles on the great inland teas. ^
1,500
veteran of the civil war, 58 years of ag
descriptive publication has recent] fV
and leaves a daughter.
been issued by the Grand Trunk Railwa
m

To the creditors of Joshua L.

Campbell

!

the County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid: 1
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd day
L. Camplx
April, A. D. 1905, Ihe said Joshua
the flr
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
at the Cou
held
be
will
creditors
of
ώβ
meeting
House, In South Paris, on the 10th day of Ma
A. D. 1906, at 10o'clock In the forenoon, at whh
time the aald creditors may attend, prove the
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankru
and transact such other business as may prop*
ly come before aald meeting.
South Parla, April 24, 1905.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy,

I

NOTICE.

1VVA *V«·

J

iibacrlber hereby gives notice that
The subscriber
administrator of t,
has been1 duly a]
«state of
JAMES M. LIBBY, late of Hiram,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and glvi
r b.udxas the liw directs. All persons havli
< >f d<man<ts sgolnstthe eftate uf sîUO rtecca ed a
for settlement, ai
t η desired to present the same
a 1 Indebted thereto are requested to make pa
St μ ment Immediately.
α
,DDV
FBBD 8. LIBBY
April 18th, 1905.

togeth<
System giving
Boy'· base ball suit, cap and mitti ,11 with
and all particulars, copies
complete for *1, is the latest at F I I. whichmaps
on
free
had
be
application
may
1
Noyes Co.
'J. Quinlan, D. P. A., Bonaventure
Montreal.
tion,
I Bring old glasses to Dr. Parmenter.
full information

more

appointai

and

$10 to 15

Norway.

;

that

foot.

women.

decorate it,

can

pair
Queen Quality, having regard

$1 60
SINGLE GREEN AND GRAY PLUSH ROBES
DOUBLE PLAIN GREEN AND BLACK PLUSH ROBE8,
$2.50 and $2.75

As for its aphundred thousand women choose

A

But for %ioo

mechinica'ly

Fast Color

a

it is

perfect.

nothing

It Qosts

Eyelets,

seem

to

to see them

Never Wear

F. PLUMMER,

J.

em-

you cannot

great essentials of Fit and Fashion.

to the two

means

shoe for

elaborate, you

better shoe than

ft

Telephone

Brassy.

We are now ready for
business. All who could not
attend our Opening are most
cordially invited to see our
Hats before purchasing elseWe have a large
where.
line of choice Millinery.

Furnisher,

106-3.

ARE SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

For 49c. to $2.00

and

$2.50

to

a

$4 75

Arabian color and

a

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

MARKET

Nottingham

in

pair

Norway, Maine.

Θ1 Main St.·

your

Dayton Bolster & Co.
LACE CURTAINS

Ν.

FAVOR,

JAMES N.
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Feb. 1-t at $4,152.35, it will be see il
The funeral will be Thursday aftei
"
that the shrinkage by reason of sul
noon at 2."00 o'clock.
not beeu larg»
sequent events has
They reckoned the farm at $2000 0< ''
Mrs. Cora S. Briggs will start classe
whereas $*100.00 was realized from it.
in musical kindergarten work Saturday
AU who wish their children t
0.
The eighty-sixth anniversary of Od J May
the study of music during th
M
begin
observed
be
will
by
Fellowship
will do well to take this o]
Mica Lodge, No. 17. I. Ο. O. F., wit h coming year
as the work is interesting
portunity,
Thtirsda
y
next
exercises
appropriate
up to date in every π
r practical, and
evening, April 27th. The Grand Mast»
The classes will not conflict wit
of the Grand Lodge of Maine, Leon ! 5. spect.
the regular school work, and no hum
Merrill, will be present and take part : d
will be required during th
the exercises. The Sunday services wi II practice
Price 95 for term of 20 lesson:
summer.
be held at the Universalist church Apr il
Rev. J. H. Little wi
30th at 2:30 p. m.
a
Iainson A Hubbard hats cost 13, bi
preach the s«rroon. Members of A uro:
h it is a fact they are worth every cent t
Encampment and Mt. Pleasant Rebeki
H. N'oyes Co. are sole agents f<
U
Lodge are invited to participate on b"< I it. P.
occasions. They will please meet in I. Paris and Norway.
Ο. Ο. V. Hall Sunday at 2 P. *. shar [>. j
Men's and boys' summer Jerseys 50
The public are also cordially invited to
to #3 at Κ. H. Noyea Co.
attend the Sunday service.
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The Kaster services at the Methodist
church w ere of special interest. Flowers
were arranged with marked good taste,
aud the choir rendered
appropriate
music, assiste*! by Prof. Wight as bass
with violin.
Swett
Sara
Miss
and
singer
will be presented at Oxford in the near The text was: "Death is swallowed up in
future.
victory." In the evening the children
oneof the best Easter
at home from and choir rendered
been
has
Porter
II.
Roy
concerts heard in the church for some
the University of Maine for a few days,
time. The children's chorus consisted
accompanied by his roommate, Mr. of Alice Burnham, Lulu Davis, Eula
Emery of East port.
Millctt, Marion Gray, Elsie Chapman,
Mt. Pleasaut Kebekah Lodge will con
Louise Sumner, Murl Monk, Evangeline
u' *l
meeting
at
its
fer the degree
regular
Woodwortli.
will
there
is
It
hoped
Friday evening.
There was a large audieuce at the
be a good attendance.
Congregational church Suuday evening,
Have you bought a rain coat yet?
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Wheeler, R»y rite Easter service "Easter Light" was tiiree years superintendent of echools in
lights in the stores have been
Mr. und
to have oue, are you not? Let us
Chapman, Miss I.ilia Farrar,
excellently rendered by the Sundaywith what is known as the in- Goiug
replaced
L.
show you ours. F. H. Noyes Co.
School assisted bv «he quartette. It was
««».»««
Mrs. James S. Wright, and Miss Susie
that
eaid
ie
candescent arc light. It
Rounds attende»! the Wheeler-Hayes one of the best exercises ever given h»-re Hates has been engaged in teaching in
arc
they are much superior to the old
Dr. Parmenter cures pains. Read ads.
and reflects much credit on the children Edward Little High School, where s
wedding at Auburn Tuesday.
licrht.
Follow- lias been very successful.
who had it in charge.
:nnl
those
().
W.
Reand
of
uiuuber
S.
j
U.
Α.,
Maj.
Col. Calef,
Mother·! Mother·! Mother·»
It is hoped a goodly
were κ
A large numberof
the Odd Fellows ing is the programme:
Peterson inspected Co. D, 1st Kegt, Ν. | llovr ninny clil .lren arc at thla eeaeon fevcrUb
bekahs will atteml
*n.il t\ΙΑ»
«t^niHcham heail .cbt.
Voluntary.
G. S. M., Monday evening. They found ami conbtlpatttl, with bail
*wcot rowiler< for children will
Both bride and groom are
parties.
condition ami the Mother <«rny'n If
to participate with I'roce-slooa'—School.
excellent
in
have also been invited
things
are
wortne
Hnvavrtcure.
present they will
v
Chorus—"Hall We The Victor."
highly oh teemed and very popular with men in good form.
,χ·ι t .in y ιl'inove them. At all druMlfte. 26 cte.
the Odd Fellows ia celebrating their Responsive Iti'adlng.
all who know them, and they give
Allen S. OlroCREE.
Address,
T.
U.
mnlte'l
C.
W.
S.imii'e
The annual meeting of the
Prayer ami Kespon-e.
anniversary April 27 th.
rwas Ca'vary
promise of a life not only of happiness will be held with Mrs. H. D. Smith, Bteil. l e Roy, S· V.
So u aii'l choru«,
School.
Miss Wheeler ami
but of much usefulness in the world.
Friday 's rain was decidedly welcome,
j
Thursday evening, April 27th.
Jackson l>olllver.
Ka»ter Greeting
It is cause for congratulation to this
and we hope for more in the near future. Soiiκ.
Kalr t»awa,"... Lillian Karrar.
Harriett S. Norcross of Hrookline.
We'conic,
Bord.
there
their
The snow is practically all goue. but
community that they are to make
R.
I.
Trask,
limus—"Sigh No Mon·
Mass., is with his friend,
and the lit'· ItatljD. "out on the HllUVIe,"
Mae I>avls. home here.
was really a small body of it,
for a visit.
Id l.eede, April 17. to the wife of Leon L.
South w lml
ground is dry and the streams below chorus—"The
Hon. A. S. Kimball is having his Ku-sell, a eon.
Song. "lie Suffer»» fur You anil Me,"
Concert.
Schubert
Quartette
Id Norway, April 14, to the wife of Alfred A.
Ruth Bolnter.
their usual spring pitch.
house painted.
Everett. a son.
horu»—' Walling."
A fair audience, not so large as the
from
moved
have
will
be
train
mother
and
theatre
Ed
Rich
In Norway, April 20, to the wife of Clarence V.
The next special
«'las* exercise—'lioll \way The Stone."
of the entertainineut warranted,
at the Falls, to the Webber, a daughter.
Life an ! Lliihl Korever.". Helen Barnes. quality
run not to Lewiston but to Portland, Sonic
con- the Young place
the
attended
but
In Fryeburg, Mar. 31. to the wife of Charles
Shurtleff
Stanley
KaMer Mo-sage
very appreciative,
llarriman house on Marston Street.
May 10th. when Mamie Adams plays IRecitation,
Kultcrlltei". ltosi-Clark anil Kuth ΙϊοοΊ
Gray, a son, Lawrence Milton.
>in t.
cert given by the Schubert Quartette at
There will be a union Fast Day service
In East Rumford, April 10, to ihe wife of Manl iie Little Minister" at the Jefferson. Récitation, "The Menage of the Lilies",
the Methodist church Thursday evening.
Arllne D. Crocker.
at the Heal Street M. £. church, Norway, ier Κ. Blanchard, aeon.
It i> also the night of the Pythian
The quartette was assisted by Mrs. Cora
In North Parle, April 16, to the wife of Frank
Like the Angels."
A.
10:30
at
Chorus—"Robe-l
from
will
run
next Thursday, April 27tb,
tournament. The special
Elwell. a daughter.
Class exercise. "Easter Lilies,"
S. Briggs, organist and accompanist.,
Rev. E. S. Cotton, pastor of the
In Woodstock, April 16, to the wife of Charles
Berlin.
l.lzzle Muz/.y, Olive Millier, Mary CllfCarl S. Briggs violinist, Flavel K. Jordan m.;
a son.
will
Marie
Newton,
Crockett,
preach.
church,
font. Myra Haggelt,
Haptist
of
Minnie
Mrs.
and
was
of Boston baritone,
pastor
Kev. A. W Pottle, who
Muriel liowker.
for
The
pro- BEST COUGH MEDICINE FOR CHILChorus—' Ring Out, Sweet Well»."
Gove of Auburn, reader.
the South Paris Methodist church
Kva Swell.
Married.
Tapers,"
recall being
several years preceding 15*04, and who Recltatlou. "Easter
gramme was as follows—a
DREN.
Duet an<l chorus, "I'ass the Light Along,"..
conference
numbers:
wa> assigned by this year's
..Marie Newton, llllila Chamller an J school. given on many of the
for
medicine
When you buy a cough
Bath, A'lilress
In Auburn, April 18, by Rev. T. Tulsne, Mr.
Hev. W. 8. Co le m in.
t<> the Beacon Street church in
I. Organ, Old Get man Wedding March,
want one in which Alton C. Wheeler of South Parle aud Ml β
Bendel. small children you
lia* tendered his resignation as pastor of « >ffertorv.
H. Hayes of Aui>urn.
Aw
of
His
Edith
You
The
'king."
jartelte—*
confidence.
Joy
Ο
M re. BilggH.
you can place implicit
that church. The statement announcing Closing
In Auburn, April 18. by Rev. G. Walter Flnkc,
chorus—"Allelu ia."
Wilson. want one that not only relieves but
â. Carmeoa,
Mr. John Baker of Rumford Falls :ind Mlm
the resignation gives no explanation I'ostlwte.
Quartette.
want one that ie unquestion- Inez Κ Noyce of Auburn.
Mrs. Cora S. Brlgg·· Organist.
Day. cures. You
of it.
3. Heading, The Quaker Prodigal,
In Hethef, April 18, Mr Herl>eit C. •'■wan ο
harmless. You want one that is
M it. Gove.
ably
Greenwood and Miss Maude A Swan of Bethe
north
Davids
UOLSTKB niSTKKT.
The forenoon passenger train,
Chamberlain's
Cough
take.
4. Solo, King of the Winds,
to
Mas
In Reading
April 19, Mr. Millard Κ
pleasant
Mr. .Ionian.
all of these conditions. Ch-ul·'* and Mre. Etta C Wlechmann
bound, last Monday, was delayed nearly
Waldron has moved his family 5. Violin, Souvenir l>e Haydn,
Leonard. Remedy meets
Wesley
miles
In
by Eugen" F. Smith, Eq
12,
four
or
Norway,
April
two hours some three
There is nothing so good for the coughs Mr
Mr. Briggs.
from the Wheeler place to Bucktield.
George Thompson and Mies Alma M. Rustell,
above here by the breaking of a pistou
C. Reading, P.lll Smith.
and colds incident to childhood. It is both of Norway.
Mrs. Gove.
and cure for
James Chase of Paris Hill was deliverr<>d. No one was hurt, and no damage
In Wftu-rforn, νpri' 15, by t*cv. T. S. Perry,
Gilbert. also a certain preventive
7. Bonnie Sweet Kcsile,
The ing nursery stock here last Thursday.
whatever Mr. Sidney Sndlli ilall and Mrs. Mynt J. K<en,
to the engine.
was done except
croup, and there is no danger
Quartette.
bo h of Waterford.
Andante from Concerto In Κ minor, : from whooping cough when it is given.
pilot engiue at West Paris was put on
In Fryeburg. \prll 16, by Rev R. Ν Stone
Mrs. Teresa Orover is spending a few 8. VtoUo,
Mendelssohn.
in place of the disable·! one t·1 take the
used in many epidemics of Mr. Dana lla.ev of Kncb'irg and Miss Blanch·'
been
has
It
weeks with her sister, Mrs. Ε. E. ChapMr Urlggs.
For
Ε
success.
llayes of Jackton, Ν. II.
with
train aloug.
β
u
Selected. that disease
perfect
8ο,°·
man.
In North Parts, April IB. by C. It. Benson, Esq.
..
Mr. Jordan.
sale by Shurtleff i Co., South Taris; Mr Lincoln H. Holmes and Mrs. Annie 1.
Miss Anuie M. Kerr was badly scalded
Selected.
Hubert C. Thomas of East Oxford was 10. Beading,
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drug Parker, both of Paris.
She had
Mrs. Gove.
a week since by boiling coffee.
at the home of S. K.
λ recent guest
Store, Norway.
a cau with
II. O, My Love's Like a Bed, Bed Roue,
put lie coffee on the stove in
Parsons.
Rogers.
a tight cover, and on starting the cover
Died.
Quartette.
A funny incident of the enforcement
au»l
cover "tf
Walter Swett has a crew of men at
up the coffee blew the
both era happened in Old Town recently.
have
Gove
Mrs.
and
under
water
due
have
Jordan
Mr.
will
soon
The
and
swelling
struck lier in the face.
work_
In South Parle, April 24, Mies Olive M. Stuart
The sheriffs were raiding a place and a
to the scaldiug was such as to close her pressure in his house and barn.
appeared before South Paris audiences
which led an ex- aged 29 years.
were no less large crowd gathered,
and
it
is
occasions,
In Oxford, April 14. Mrs. Sarah A. (Stubbs)
on
but
thought
few
previous
days,
eyes for a
cited individual to suspect that a fire widow of Aea Andrews, aged 86 years.
Mrs. Lennra Parsons of Santa Ana,
pleasing than before. Mr. Jordan has a
the sight w ill not be affected.
fire
In Grafton, April 1!·, Mrs. Dclphlna Whitman
Cal., arrived here last Monday accom- rich, powerful and well trained baritone, was in progress and he pulled in a
been something panied by her niece, Miss Dora Parsons.
alarm. The arrival of the hosemen and aged 87 years.
must have
There
shown with good effect in his selections.
In Oxford. April 15, Μιβ. Mary Ann (Chand
to the
strenuous about Saturday's auction at
wide
a
laying of the hose added greatly that
covered
1er), widow of John Grant, aged 69 years,
numbers
Mrs. Gove's
it
learned
was
it
in East Waterford, April £i. George Young,
excitement until
the town farm. After the sale was over
Death of Miss Olive M. Stuart.
variety of emotions, and it is a question was not water that was wanted but
in East Waterford, April 23, Edward C. Hilton
was the
hut before the people had all got away,
she
which
of
shocked
in
was
Monday
South Paris
the*portrayal
aged about 60 ) eare.
ft
something stronger.
the tall chimney, which had been standIn Bethel, April 14, Dolly Ann Mills, aged
the announcement of the beet.
morning
by
years.
best
their
of
some
ing since the tire on the *>th of March, death of Miss Olive M. Stuart, about 8
The quartette gave
In Utlca, Ν Y., April 16, Ilev. W. W. Hooper
No one was
NOTHING EQUAL TO CHAMBERcame over with a crash.
o'clock. Miss Stuart has for two or selections and were received by the aufoimerly of Norway, aged 52 years, 2 months,
CHOLERA AND day.
under it, though people had been standMrs.
LAIN'S
COLIC,
and
with
Briggs
occasional
had
illnesses,
dience
appreciation.
three years
In Fryeburg, April 9, Joseph O. Allant.
ing where it fell, earlier iu the day.
at the organ was fully up to her stand
ο
DIARRHŒA REMEDY FOR BOWwas taken with an attack two or three
In Sumner, April 14, Mrs. Tressle, wife
not generally ard—and every one in the community
was
it
but
Bowker.
Willie
since,
CHILDREN.
EL COMPLAINTS IN
The annual campaign is on, judging days
A.
J.
Berry.
is. The
In 8umner, April 21,
that
highest
knowu that her condition was serious knows what
"We have used Chamberlain's Colic,
by the array of ritle pits with which the before the
was evoked
report of her death was heard. enthusiasm of the audience
in our
Diarrhooa
Remedy
and
streets are tilled—and the end is not ye'.
Cholerp
was due to complications origiby the violin playing of Mr. Briggs.
Before all our water systems are again Detth
for years," says Mrs. J. B. Cooke,
His selections were more advanced than family
in a gastric trouble.
in full working order, a good part of the nating
of Nederlands, Texas. "We have given
was 21* years of age, aud anything he has ever given in public be
South Parie and Parii
Stuart
Miss
of
four
the
to
earth in the sweets,
depth
all of our children. We have used
of Mr. and Mrs. fore, and his rendering of them showi it to
been moved over. was the only child
or live feet, will have
other medicines for the same purpose, Hill, a sum of money.
a
has
man
the
from
that
young
distinctly
Grintill Stuart. She graduated
never found
anything to equal
Many pipes are not yet thawed, aud
in 1892, after- future before him in that line of work but
E. H. FARRAR,
We don't want any South Paris High School
some are burst.
Chamberlain's. If you will use it as
state
normal
the
in
a
ward spent
year
For sale
cure."
South Paris.
will
it
more dry, cold winters.
Prowlers.
directed
always
Hungry Midnight
school at Uorham, aud taught in the
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jones
visit
by
been
have
to
a
seems
For
Paris
a
for
school
South
bei
with
who
Street
year.
Pleasant
Mrs. Alice P. Manley,
Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore,
a gang of maraud
husband, the Kev. W. K. Manley, wenl number of years she has been engaged ed Tuesday night by
ι Norway.
witl
food
the
to
select
at
in
wh->
business
ers
Burma,
parlors
preferred
in the millinery
out as missionary to Rangoon,
50 bushels nice seed potatoes
which to satisfy their hunger, rathe
in October, 1STS>. aud later was trans her home on High Street.
S. D. Phelps of Garland was struck by
ο
authorities
the
from
it
twelve
take
for
to
new milch cows. Cow
witl
been
had
than
Dover
Madras
years
West
Also
Stuart
Miss
near
from
ferred to India, sailed
a train at a crossing
7
k
hand-out from
her little boy, Fraukie, for home ot a member of the South Paris Congre- accept a grudging
and instantly killed. The all
in good condition an<
Wednesday
and
The
right
pre
an active worker
housewife at the side door.
was de
April 10th. They are expected to arrivt gational church, and
wagon in which be was riding
Mrs. Manley in the Christian Endeavor Society and ceding night the house of Rev. D. F
but the horse was uninjured, the ρ ice is all right.
in Boston about Slay l,">th.
molished,
Paris was entered, an<
is a daughter of our worthy and re all other liues of church work. She was Nelson at West
WHEELER.
Mr. Phelps was about 75 years of age.
W.
her services were fre Mr. Nelson's valuable watch was stolen
spected townsman, C, Freeland I'enley a tine reader, and
1
conflnei
CURED,
thieves
the
entertainments,
for
RHEUMATISM
«
t
apparently
Here
SCIATIC
Mr. Manley proposes to stay in India
NOTICE.
queutly in demand
article of food
She was a member of the Seneca Club, their depredations to the
few years longer.
"I have been subject to sciatic rheu
All public Halls, Stores and Ofllces are ootlfle
οι
Wilson's
A.
hei
time
of
the
at
At
George
Waldron
wood
Judge
and its president
not to u-e any
spit box either with sawdui
matism for years," says Ε. H.
The town farm was sold at auctioi 1 death.
Maple Street it was discovered Wednee 9 of Wilton Junction, Iowa. "My jointi or sand In It.
CHIEF ENGINEER,
had been mad
Saturday, to John B. Robinson of Ox
Bright, attractive, and always pleasant day morning that a raid
South Pnrls Village Corporation.
were stiff and gave me much pain anc
ford, for $2100.00. The horse brough kindly and cheerful, Miss Stuart filled ; on the larder, and quite a quantity c f discomfort. My joints would cracl
Ν. B. The time limit la about up on flreeecai
,
9130.00, the oxen $133.00, ten cowe $24.7» I large place in the life of this community cooked food had been carried off. *N
when I straightened up. I used Cham notices.
The
one of the family had heard anythin
persona and a sense of personal loss is felt by
each on an average.
Balm and have beei
berlain's Pain
„
th
is
It
about
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the deepest eym during the night.
thought
NOTICE.
property sold amounted to
cured. Have not had a pail
very large circle, while
thoroughly
r
Late
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of
a
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into
to
thi
f<
both
the
extended
thieves got
This will make
proceeds
In the District Court of the United States
or ache from the old trouble for man;
pathy of all is
a
that
in
In Bankruptcy.
discovered
was
υ
Malno.
it
of
the
$1200.00
District
to
that
the
in the day
group
farm, together with
stricken parents and
is certainly a moat wonder
It
months.
1
the
on
surance
house, just abou intimate friends who feel the most in stock of sardines and other goods wa „ ful liniment." For sale by Shurtleff J In the matter of
JOSHUA L.CAMPBELL, J In Bankruptcy
$ 1000.00. As the selectmen estimate I tense grief at her seemingly untimel; short some two dozen cans. The pre
Jones Drug Store, Ox
South
Paris;
)
Co.,
of
Mexico,
Bankrupt.
feature of this performance i g
the value of the farm, st«»ck and furni
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you need not be afraid
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in fancy worsteds, coverts and chev'ots.
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things
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to make on American Law, owned by
.î. F. Howland and kept at Mountain
"American Law is unView Farm:
questionably the most promising young
Htallion, iu the state, if not in New England, ίο-day." This comes from good
authority, and we think all who know
is the new black- the horse will fully agree with it.
smith at the Bridge Street blacksmith (
The body of an unknown suicide wae
Mr. Wheeler is the son of Mr. an 1 Mrsshop. He was at one time with S.J. found in the woods at Eliot Thursday.
F
Paris.
South
of
Wheeler
ρ Ε
There was a revolver in one hand, and a
years after graduation from college
L Cowan of Bangor is the new
head. There was no
k
lie was engaged in teaching,
Mr. Cowan bullet hole in the
at K. P. Stone's store.
clerk
different times principal of Pam Hin
of clue to his identity. He was apparently
a graduate of the U. ofM. school
about 30 years of age.
Academy and of Mechanicι Mb H gh
School, and sub-master of the hig
™,
Card of Thanks.
He studied
school in Woburn
West Paris, Me., Aprii. 15, 1905.
I wish to extend my sincere thanks to
Stockton and work on the Bangor .ind
the people who expressed their interest
Aroostook Railroad.
an<l rendered aid* in my runaway acciL I Gilbert's new delivery wagon is a
dent.
The
one.
Spring
good
Horatio R. Tueix.
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E. Peary has placed an
order with A. M. Dunham of this town
used
for sixty paiis of snowshoes
in his next attempt to reach the North
One pair for Mrs Peary, who
'The
will accompany the expedition
shoes are of the following sizes. For y
eight pairs are 48 inches long and 12
inches wide. The balance are of the
Mr.
same width but 60 inches long.
Dunham will rush business until the
order is filled. He now has a crew ο
four at work all the time and theyr will
continue in his employ unti1 about
the date «et for the
m ddle of June,
of the expedition with Lieut.
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CASTOR IA Infants and Children.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
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Miss Prince has just returned from
Boston and New York andis now
prepared to show a larger line of
goods than ever before.
YOU
COVERT AND BLACK TAFFETA COATS ARE WHAT
SHOULD WEAR THIS SPRING, WE HAVE THEM.

SHOES

THEM.
SUIT

INGS IN THE FANCY COTTON GOODS.

Lowest. Prices.

Best Work.

WE CAN
A SILK OR MOHAIR SHIRT WAIST SUIT TOO,
MAKE
TO
SHOW YOU THE Sl'ITS OR MATERIALS
AND
WE ALSO HAVE A FINE LINE OF WAISTINGS

Optician.

S. RICHARDS,
Are

arriving

SHOES

SHOES

■

day

every

for

Spring

and Summer

wear.

and Norway for
Wo aro solo agont· for Pari»

Keith's Konqueror for Men

Get one of the $1.25 Quilts for $1
this month, for April first they

and.

ΔΛ 88.30,

Revelation for Ladies
At SO.OO.

will be $1.25.

Two

leading

lines

We thall have

the market.

one

of the

S.B.&Z. S. PRINCE, W. 0. &, G. W. Frothingham,
largest stocks

ISTorway,

Maine.

Spring

BLOCK,

Ε. V. SWETT. Manager.

F. W.

MANURE

have

just

received

a

large

Also

Oasoline Engines
Don't fail

NORWAY, MAINE

stock ot

to

call and

see our

machinery
a

and

Farming Tools.

Specialty.

line and get

our

prices.

A. W. Walker db Son.,

FAUNCE, Saloman.

«<"*

we

A full line of International Harvester Co.

STORE,"

the

anil

—

■

South Paris, Maine.

Telephone 11B-8.

CASTORIA For Intuits and Chidren.
III KWYn Hm AHnitBmM

again

THE EUREKA POTATO PLANTER.
SPREADERS, ETC.

price is $2.00 per pair.

IN OPERA HOUSE

come

from 8 teeth to 18 teet h
ECLIPSE and KING OF COr*N FIELD CORN PLANTERS.

AND
IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE WITH YOUR FEET
A
BUY
AND
COME
WANT TO BE MADE HAPPY
PAIR OF THESE BOOTS.

■

has

MAINE.

PARIS,

PLOWS.
SULKY PLOWS, SWIVEL PLOWS. FLAT LAND
CUTAWAY
20
U,
inch
16
from
inch,
HARROWS
DISK
HARROWS from 16 to 20 inch, SPRING TOOTH HARROWS

able lace boots for Women.

SMILEY SHOE

to select from ever shown in town.

SOUTH

LADY WASHINGTON
Is the name of our perfectly comfort-

The

on

!
I

CASTORIA For Infants and Children. Boai-s^he
**
Tli Kill You Han Alwaja Bought
/

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

close

odd patterns and clean

out

np stock

Chas. F. Ri
MAINE.
EXPERIENCE

Marks
Dcsigns
Copyrights Ac.
tAsc

τ

πι»*
Aitiiimten .ling λ «kHi h ai.J description
free whether a:·
<,nl<-kl/ ascer: iiti our opinion
Conimunicninvention m probaUy patentable^
on I'ments

Handbook
•UurnstrictJ.fcr
security patents.

free. «'Meat iit'i··!.**
•'atcun taken th.-ouwi» Mur.u A Co. receive
the
tptruil H-'tW, W'li.ut ChHf.'O. iu

sent

Scientific American.

w<v-klv. I nrvest cir.
\ hundeomelv :iln«traie«1
Terms, $3 a
culatlon of hi:t ».ie:i title J-urnai.
SolJ
by all rew.olealer*.
months,
(L.
(ou'
rear:

361 Broad*·». tygyy Yûf|(
U CO
■HUNN
D. C.
Branch em.». «15 V 8t_ WaehiUk-ton.

Wvandottes.

White

Hawkins' strain direct.
50c. pei
P. M. WYMAN,
setting.
West Paris, Me

Dr. Austin

ϋο.S3.-llla«lrate4 X«M*rlr«l Eul*n>a

were

°?eta:rd,

Sir

ΕϋΕ£βΓ' TikP 8ma11 wooden toothpicks;
hSLt 7
verJ hot and put in
.β
thî «iuS7
ί,βΡ'β·» °ook enough
thfhbacon;
the
put on small slices
a

es-

severe

and

effected

boxes

cure."

cents

Tenney,

A Well Known Cure for Piles.
Cures obstinate sores, chapped hands, eczema. skin diseases. Makes burns and scalds
painless. We could not improve the quality
If paid double the pnce. The best salve
that experience can produce or that money

a

♦

thick

SifelSjSfin
iaelted butter.
-,

Ot

dressing very cold

did he want me
feel

and stir in 1-2
teaspoon of mus-

a whisper," writes Mr. Joseph
Coffman, of Montmorenci, Ind. "I tried
all remedies available, but with no success.
Fortunately my employer sugthat I try Foley's Honey and
Its effect was almost miraculous,
ar.

Îested

THAYER'S

an

ice

Sox.

SALAD.

ELMHURST

Made
1

I

little winged
head.

of them—a
Then he snapped at
bluebottle By—and Mr. Fly fell to the
wings broken.
ground with one of his
"
cried the fly as
"Don't crush me
Jack lifted his paw to step on the bluebottle—"please don't crush ine!"
one

p&™ JfUÎCy ,apP'es

HUBBARD'S

KM M A

In the enigma, adapted from St.
Nicholas, the various words are pictured instead of described. When all
are rightly guessed, the thirty-three
letters will spell a proverb valuable to
traders.

54,-TrUnd».

No.

1. A brownish ore or iron used as a
3.
'J. A feminine name.
4. A boy'h
First shoot of a plaut.
nickname. 5. A letter from triangle.

SALAD

DRESSING

WITH OIL.

1

tablespoon

of mustard,

1

tablespoon

1
sugar, 1 MO teaspoon red pepper
teaspoon of salt, yolks of 4 eggs, juiw of
lemoD. 1-2 cup of vinegar, 1 pint of
1 cup of whipped cream. Beat the
eggβ with salt, pepper, etc., until light,
then commence with a few drops of oil
at a time, stirring all the time. When

a

Pooler, Fairfield. Haine

^eonal

The True"L.F." Atwood's
Bi Iters Cleanse th* System
«ί*
aud Puniy ώβ Blood

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is Pleasant, it
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worm*
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates tin·
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy ami natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings st?!L

&

L M. TUFTS,

city.
the ccntaum commnv, 71 Nunnt* stucct. ncw vomk

MlYSHOm^IAR

Park
fol-

as

*>» children: safe.

severe

Mo

fare.

opiate#

Most Housekeepers Use A

Glenwood

thennJi

You Would

IfYouKnew Aboutit
Your Old Ranje taken in· Exchange

qSntly°Ve

Are You Going

body.

Behead on tup and have a toy.
Behead a deep scheme aud have a
small piece of laud.
Behead a rather uncommon name for
and have a common name for a
a

to Paint?

We have
stock of the
are

ju»t

received

a

following goods

unexcelled, for which

we

boy
boy.

fresh
which

your patronage.
FLOOR PAINTS. WAX FLOOR
OIL. FLOOR VARNISH, PREBefore You Purchase Any Other Write
PARED HOUSE PAINTS. THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
ORANGE, MASS.
ROOF AND BARN PAINTS,
Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regardLA- ! less
SATSUMA
ENAMELS,
Home" is made
of
but the

QUERET,

CARRIAGE PAINTS.

WAGON PAINTS. GOLD AND
ALUMINUM PAINTS SHELLAC AND VARNISH. PAINT
BRUSHES. ETC.

S. P. Maxim & Son,
South Paris, Maine.

to

quality,

It) aulhoriird dealer» only.
Ilobb·' Variety Store Co., AgtuU,
Norway, Maine.
Sold

A W. Walker &

WANTED.

SALE.

FOR

A high grade
Sewing Ma-|
chine in good running condition.
Cost $45.00 t ew. Will sell for $12.
For particulars address or call at
Oxford Democrat Office,
South Paris. I
White

afb

Son,

ICE, COAL,

LIME, CEMENT
—

ALSO

Cement sidewalks made in iS and
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square

yard

Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.

Kodol

Dyspepsia

Cure

Osoests what you eat

200 FARMS FOR SALE
Ο

A

W. O.

Frothingham,

D. M.

French, Norway.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Absolute

efficiency

at least expense, soinch

practical fence that
positively turn cattle,
horses, hogs and
A

pigs.

that is

practically

e\ er·

semen

«η»

will

A fence minch

strong,

LAWN FENCE.

ATATATATATATATAWlS
jm.
λVaVΛα
mVhVVΛΛaVaVkVλλ'ΜΜ
*tAfyyVykM.^ili/VilV\l\l\ΛΛΛΛΑΛ/wVn.
>4men

^ ^ ^

uiuinrnQMii!

AUUUfifâUfâUTâUTAfATÂnUTAÛUTAUUtATAÙUU^'.
proven ^VAtAVAfAfAVATtVA«ifATAfAVAnVlTATATATATATiTiTAVAViTATAPA?h
effithoroughly
Η AfATAUUfAUTlUTAUfATiTiriTAUfAUWAlArAUWAW^,
cient underj fATiTATATATAVATAU«m?lVATATATAVATAfAVATATAVAVATATATi^a>^
"tuSSSonie FCNCC ISTAAOAAD «TVLtTΜκ'W SU KtlCHTS*
lasting,

every possible
condition.

EVERY NO OF ELLWQOD FENCE IS 6UARANTEED.

If you want your fencing problems
satisfactorily solved, call and see the
ELL WOOD FENCE and let us show
you for how little money you
can get absolute satisfaction.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IXXOAL AND WOOD.

Head

Λ

fi
,

·*

Worker.

"You need u solid rest; pray shirk,'*
The cental doctor said.
"AH duties and all heavy work
Pertaining to the head."
The piitlent answered, with a sigh:
"In that 1 can't concur.
It's plain to see the reason why—
I am u barber, sir."
—New York Herald

Key to the Pn»»ler.
No-45.—Transpositions: 1. Uock,»eort.
2. 1 Lnts, shut. 3. I'ear. reap. 4. Itlpe,
pier. 5. Kust, seat. U. lints, stab. 7.
Tame, mate. 8. Pace, cape. 9. Kara,
sear.

No. 40.—Prefix Puzzle:
Host, jjliost.
Lad. glad.

Lance, glance.

pale.
Rind.) grind.
Ale.

No. 47.—Omitted1 Verse:

No. 48.-1111? i!e: Tom-a-hawk.
No. 49.—Λ lilt From Iîoz: Mr. Her»·
dale.
No. ·"<>.—Ccrii.eetcd Squares:
Π.

I.
LISTS,
I>

Κ

S

Κ

X

S

Κ

Τ

Λ., S

Τ

Κ

Κ

Ρ

L,

I

1

A

L

»

IIL

UN

D

Κ

II

Κ

Χ

Κ

r

s

D

Β

Ο

Ο

?

KV0K3

OWBREREL

OLIVE
I

Κ

V

Β

Β

*

W

I

Ν

Κ

Ν

Τ

Ν

Τ

β

D

herve on a
ΕΜΜΛ

egg» and

'P*0 codfl8h
?,X
hot platter.

Ul'BBARD's

ββΓνβ

VERMICELLI

EGGS.

8 hard boiled eggs, cut whites into
small pieces, (do not chop), sprinkle
with salt; make a rich cream sauce,

KitcMen Puzzle: Skillet.
No. 51.
Potato masher.
Poker (Poe. cur).
Rang)-. Grid fit-on. B-room. Pump.

WHO HAVE TRIED.

I suffered from catarrh of the worst
kind and never hoped for cure, but Ely's
Cream Balm seems to do even that.—
Warren
Avenue,
Oscar Ostrom, 4ό

Chicago, III.
τ
Λ

I suffered from
U
WUIU

UUV

τ» V*

catarrh;1

1.
Of

m

MWV«

it got so bad
m

—.J

mane wicn
mim,
ριαι
Balm and am entirely well.—A. C.
•ψοοη of flour mixed with 2 tablespoons Clarke, 341 Shawmut Ave., Boston.
of butter, then add hot cream and cook in
Tbe Balm does not irritate or cause
double boiler until thick; add whites of
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 cents
toast.
hot
buttered
on
and
spread
eggs
or mailed by Ely Brothers, 56 Warren
Press the yolks of eggs through a strainNew York.
St.,
Seive hot.
er over the top.
Clara—How did you break your husMBs. jackson'b cream ok corn soup.
utuie-

uoi

Put 1 can of corn and 1 pint of water
in a sauce pan, cook slowly 30 minutes
then press through a sieve, put t 1-2
pints of milk on to boil in a double
boiler, rub 2 tablespoons of butter and 1
heaping tablespoon of flour, add to boil·
ing milk and stir constantly until it
thickens; add thie to corn, salt and pepper to taste; let it come to a boil and

band of stuttering?

Grace—Every time he started it I began to protest against his smoking. It
never failed to start bis flow of language.

WON A NAME OF FAME.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers, the
made
famous little pills, have been
famous by their certain yet harmless and
liver.
and
action upon the bowela
serve immediately.
hey have no equal for biliousness, constipation, etc. They do not weaken the
EMMA PARK'S CHOCOLATE CAKE.
stomach, gripe, or make you feel sick.
PART 1ST.
Once used always
preferred. They
3 squares of chocolate melted, 1-2 cup
strengthen. Sold by F. A. Sbnrtleff A
sweet milk, yolk of 1 egg, 1 tablespoon Co.
of sugar, mix and cook until smooth.
Let cool.
A Literary Phrase—"Let me introduce you to that debutante," said the
part 2d.
"She is a
poem." "Yes,"
1 egg and white of another, 1 cup of hostess.
answered the eligible man; "I feel that
sugar, 1-2 cup sweet milk, 1-2 cup butter,
I
the
is one of
poems ought to know."
1 teaspoon soda, 2 even cups flour, flavor •he
with vanilla. Mix parts together.
MORSE'S FRUIT

ANNA

Important to Mother·,

CAKE.

2 cups brown sugar, 1-2 cup molasses,
1 cup butter, 1-2 cup milk, 4 cups flour,
eggs, 1 teaspoon soda, all kinds of
spice, 1 lb. currants, 1 lb. raisins, 1-2 lb.
citron.

4

ANNA

Îentle

HILLINGS' COOKIES.

carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
safe and aura remedy for infant· and children,

a
and

see

that It

Be*"the
Signature of

SW

Z.

***

tUcJuK

la Um For Over SO Tear·.
Tbe Kind Toe Bave Alwajri fioaght.

11-2 cups eugar, 1 cup butter, 1 cup
milk, 2 eggs, 2 teaspoons soda, 4 of
Beat the white of 1
cream tartar.
The Lady (to applicant)—Why did
egg, brush over the top and sprinkle
with sugar before putting into the oven. you leave your last place?
Tbe Maid—Why did your last maid
Mix quite soft, and flavor to taste. Caraleave you?
way is good. Have a hot oven. Half of
the quantity is what I use.

CHATTANOOGA

could wrench his nose clear of the hive,
and lie ran a mile to a creek to bathe
the blistered member.
"I shall never take a bluebottle fly's
advice again." he cried, and he never
did.—Detroit Journal.

The EvrPKlnilc*.
climate of the Everglades of
Florida 1h almost faultless. It Is singularly equable, showing no extremes of
heat and cold and not subject to sud-

den change. Even a "norther," coming
out of the region of ice and snow, is
soon softened to milder temperature,
and the heat of summer is made genial,
though the mercury may be well up in
the eighties, by the ozonized air which
Is everywhere in the glades. The year
is divided into the dry and rainy seasons. The latter may be roughly spoken of as Including June and September, although well in the glades sudden light showers in limited areas are
likely at any season, and In the autumn
a high degree of humidity is constant.
A lifetime might be spent In the region
and 110 sign of malaria ever be discovered. Pure air that moves in-gentle
breezes over a vast expanse of pure
water is the perfect assurance of
health, as evinced In the tine physique,
splendid coloring and athletic vigor of
the Seminole, who has a monopoly of
as fine a climate as there is on earth.—

if taken in time
all kidney and
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

I*

sure

The WronK Spirit.
The president of the New York Normal college was addressing a band of
"Young women," he
young women.
said, "generally make excellent teachers.
But If you dislike the work turn
We
to anything else but teaching.

'Yes, I am

ing.'

going

CATARRH

Ely's Cream Balm

AS

Gives Relief at once.
cleanses, soothes

ami heals the diseased
It cures
membrane.
catarrh ami drives
away a cold In the

/lea

and raisins. If I have
I use one cup leaving out the butter and
milk.
MR8.

JACKSON'S

SPONGE

CAKE.

and Tar than in any other cough
•yrup. Tbe calls for it multiply wonderfully and we sell more of it than all
other cough syrups combined." F. A.
Sburtleff & Co.

Honey

5 eggs, 1 cup sugar, 1 cup flour, 1-4
teaspoon soda, 1 teaspoon cream tartar,
Casey—"An* whoi did ye name th'
bit of salt, teaspoonful of lemon. Beat
baby after th' czar?"
sugar and yolks together until it creams,
Corrigan—"Well, he don't know a
then the whites of eggs beaten to
about annytbin' an' sbtill he's
Bake one hour dom thing
a stiff froth, tben flour.
th' boss."
in a slow oven.
PNEUMONIA IS ROtffeED OF ITS
PARK'S OINOBR SNAPS.

COLD'ν HEAD!

EMMA

FBUIT

Patience—Did yon

PUDDING.

ever

get

a

kiss by

3-4 box of gelatine, i oranges, 8 lem- telephone?
bladder diseases.
Patrice—Oh, yes.
ons, 2 bananas, β figs, 9 dates, 10 nuts of
Patienoe—What1· It like?
"What is it, nurse?" asked the anxious any kind; soak gelatine In 1-2 pint of
Patrloe—It's like having a dollar in
cold water one hour, add 14 pint of boilfather.
ing water, juice of lemons, and 3 cups your mind.
"Triplets!" replied the nurse.
of sugar; strain, pour into mould and
"Ob, this is two too much!"
let stand until it begins to. harden.
Foley's Honey and Tar oontains no
The rarest and safest remedy for kkl· Then add.all the fruit cut into small opiates, and will not oonstipate like
Re·
cream or nearly all other ooogh medicines.
ney and bladder diseases is Foley's KUfr pieoes. Serve with whipped
•oft custard.
hue substitute·. V. L· Shurtleff à Co.
nsy Cox·. V. A. Shurtleff à Co.

1

i>

«

AS

Daily
and contains all the most important news <
Tribune, wuich is a guarantee of its value.
n> t
If you live in (lie village or on a farm and have
t<>i !
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close
■«t.
i'.
with all important news of the world at a verv mii
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRIW ΕΗΚΙΛ
«
TRIBUNE is only 51.50 per year, but you can serun· :t
Oxford Democrat.
your own favorite local newspaper, The

A

κ. w. ciia\imj:k,

Builders' Finish li DAILY

PAPER.

Also Window & Door Frames.
If in want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Hue I,urn
Outside work, send In your orders
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing
Maichcl

•Vpm

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South I'aris, Maine.
Μ;'Λ
Your name and address on a postal card to THE
«ill
YORK TRI-NVEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,

bring

and Job Work.

CIMiVIILRK,

Maint

flumnr»

you a free

sample

copy.

DECORATE.

Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.
"

K.

Bold Papers One Year 1er $2,25.

NEWS-

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

white auk!··.»
Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch a king. Black stallion.
behind, 1»! hands, weighs 1100 pounds, owned by
JOHN B. BOBINSON, Oxford. Me.
\VM. J. WHEELER, South I'aris, Me.
I! :»·· in
Sired by Dabk Dkvij., 2.00, by Μλμηιμνο Κινο, "The Hands ouest
Jkwki. (Dam of Lord March, I'll 1·.: Diam ή·Ι
the World." Dam Jkwki..
k'<·
1-2;) Bay mare, huge snip, right hind I*.'1
King, (p) 11* 1-2; l'oint Dexter,
white. Foaled June 8, IK80. Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Λι.μοΜ'.Ιι:
I:
j.11
Record 2.20. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 :l-4; Wardwell, 2.14 1-4: ««lobe,
And t<; other»
□rvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2 10 1-4;

j

Ills of

CfllLDHOOD
TJvar. stnmurli and twwi-l co^i·
I>]<><>. 1 disorders. fevi-nub·
iiiTVoiiHiUfg, and the IrrllaUni; un·! dcMlitatliiK Civxllttuim
brought on by nrorins, lire <jul<-kl\ relieved ami |>ermaiiently cured l>y

plaint».

ness,

in 2.H0.

DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J.
PARIS, MAINE. TERMS: $20 TO WARRANT.

Dr. True's Elixir

COUNT

It Is h wonderful tonic nml builder of
Muken weakly chilflesh and muscle.
For o\er M
dren stnuuc and robust.
mm tiers
years used and praised by
everywhere. Μ ι*»·ιιΝ at ull druydsta.

to take up teach-

WHEELER, >i»l 111

DIRECT.

Foaled Jim·.·
Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white, hind legs white.
Farm.
at
Bred
1902.
Village
Sihkd it ν Direct IIai., 2.04 1-4.
......
by Mambrino King, l
Countess,
The
Dam,

Tr··

l)am ofC'hlmo>>l>rino(4),2.2s 14, dire of KlorMa
Clilmoi (μ), 2 hi 1-1, ami 2 other ή in 2. so

2d dam, Toilet,
Pain of Ite-t
2.20 1-4.

where Is the widower?' "—New York
Tribune.

Origin of the Bnnje.
In the early part of the nineteenth
century in the town of Banjoemas, on
the island of .lava, a negro native determined to construct a musical instrument for lus own use. Taking u cheese
box and heading it with a goatskin, he
ran a handle through it, and. adapting
violin strings tuned to' the first, third,
fifth and eighth notes of an octave, he
christened it a banjo, from the first
two syllables of his native town. Gradual Improvements 011 this rough and
ready Instrument were made, and about
the middle of the century It crossed the
Atlantic and. though unpopular in London at first, soon became well liked.—
London Chronicle.

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy ]><·(>|·Κ·. almost
C ar:
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery
brings it to your door three times every week. ami
Friday»,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
f Tin·

G000

I s and
absorbed,
the Membrane. Restores the Senses of
aste and Smell. Full Size, 5u cents, at Drugglste or by mall. Trial size 10 cent··, by mall.
KLY BROTHERS, 5β Warren Street, New York.

Çrotecta

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

*ati«faclion

cannot succeed ever in what we hate.
Bad teachers, when we find them, art
persons who dislike their work. They
ure like the young girl I11 the country
town who said to one of her friends:
"

ν

to

give

Century.

TERRORS
2 cups of molasses brought to a foaming boil, 1 cup sugar, 1 1-2 teaspoons by Foley's Honey and Tar. It stope the
THE RIGHT NAME IS DE WITT.
1 tablespoon vinegar, ginger; stir racking cough and heals and strengthens
DeWitt'e Witcb Hazel Salve cool», soda,
this well, then add two eggs wellbeaten. the lungs. If taken in time it will presoothes and heals cuts, burns, boils,
Refuse
Mix stiff.
vent an attack of pneumonia.
bruises, piles and all skin diseases. K.
substitntes. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
E. Zickefoose, Adolpb, W. Va., says: ANNA
PUFF.
MORSE'S STRAWBERRY
"My little daughter had white swelling
She Believed Him. Dolly—Why didn't
1 cup very ripe strawberries, 1 cup of
so bad that
after
of
bone
piece
piece
sugar, white of one egg. Beat the white you propose to Miss Bullion?
worked oat of her leg.
DeWitt'e Witeh of
Dick—I hadn't the face to ask her.
egg stiff and then add the sugar and
Haul Salve cured her." It is the most
strawberries. Beat thoroughly 20 minDolly—True! I never thought of that
wonderful healing salve in the work).
utes. Put between layers of a white
Heware of counterfeits. Sold by F. A.
HLai(h While Yon Can."
cake and on top.
Foley's Kidney Cure makes kidneys
Shurtleff Jfc Co.
and bladder right. Don't delay taking.
Hogg left Eton In 1803, about which
8HOBT- F.A. Shurtleff & Co.
MRS. JACKSON'S BTRAWBEBBY
time he met Uuekln for a memorable
"Mamma," remarked Dottie, "if I get!
CAKE.
married when I grow up -will I bave a
He had run into a room
"Their engagement was quite a sur- moment.
Bake two crisp pie crusts (prick with
husband like papa?" "I suppose so,
where hie slater was painting under
wasn't it?"
prise,
so
that
will
not
it
tlear," said mamma. "An' if I don't get a fork before bakiug
Ruskln's eye. He did not notice Bus-"Yes—to him!"
married I'll be an old maid, like Cousin puff up with air holes) and All one crust
kin, but went to bis sister and made
fill
the
sweetened
with
crushed
won't
I?"
"I guess you will,
berries;
Uhartotte,
A wonderful spring tonic. Drives out some laughing remark to her.
"You
pet. Why?" "O, nothin'—only I wish I upper one with whipped cream and all winter impurities, gives you strength,
Mad better laugh while you can," said
was a boy !"
decorate with large berries rolled in health and
happiness. That's what Hol- Ru?kin. "for every year you live you
sugar.
lisner's Rocky Mountain Tea will do. 35
will become more and more miserable."
Feel tired, no appetite, cannot sleep,
cents, Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff —From "Life of
MRS. BILLINGS' COCOANUT PIE.
work or eat? That's spring tiredness ami
Quintln Hogg."
Λ Co. ; Orin Stevens.
will disappear at once if you take Hollis1 cup of sugar, 1-2 cup of water, yolks
terN Rocky Mountain Tea this month. of 4 eggs, a piece of butter sise of an
About an hoar after a boy lights his
Intemperate Tea Drlnklnv.
Î5 cents, Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurtleff egg, 11-2 cups of flour, 1-2 teaspoonful
first cigar he wonders if It was a pipe
In this age of mental tension, high
fc Co.; OrinStevens.
cream
tartar.
of
1
soda,
teaspoonful
dream.
pressure and overstrain tea is felt to
Bake in three or four pie pans as desirbe doing much to overstock our lunato
a
stiff
whites
the
ed.
After
Etbel—Frank was desperately in love
beating
A strength tonlo that brings rich, red tic
asylums. There can be little doubt
with Priscilla. Why, he used to send froth, stir in a cupful of sugar and a
blood. Makes you strong, healthy and that tea
drinking is a form of Intemher the most expensive fiowers and cupful of dessioated cocoanut. Put this
what Holflster'a Rooky
That's
active.
desired use only
In these days, a national and
presents nearly every day for three year·! between the layers. If
will do. 36 cents. Tea perance
Tea
Mountain
3 of the whites between the layers, reMabel—Did he finally win her?
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. ; Orin female Intoxication second only to that
or Tablets.
serving one for frosting. Sprinkle some Stereos.
Ethel—No, he earned her!
of strong drink and in some respects
over
the
ι of the dry coooannt
frosting.

Foley's Kidney Cure
affords security from

THIS

κ ε η κ «

It

The

SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

I. W.

DRUGGIST'S
'You?'
"The friend iooked amazed.
DARK CAKE.
ANNA AT.WOOD'S
STATEMENT.
she exclaimed. 'You a schoolteacher?
1 cup sugar, 2 eggs, 1-2 cup butter, 1-2
Robt. J. Miller, Proprietor of the Read Why, I'd rather marry a widower with
cup molasses, 1 teaspoon soda, 1-2 cup House
Drug Store of Chattanooga, Tenn., nine children.'
milk, 2 cups flour, equal amounts of nuts writes: "There is more merit in Foley's
"
'So would 1/ said the other. 'But
thick sour cream
A

—

FLLWOODvovlFIELD FENCE,
POULTRY, RABBIT AND

5Ù.—Subtraction.
Take fifty from fairylike and leave
part of a fish.
Take fifty from gnomelike and leave
all .of the fish.
No.

__

U. H. HEALD, Paris Hill, Me.,
■

well known bird.

a

Tens. Turn. th<· piper's son.
Stole α pig. and away he ran.

gent·.

South Paris,

Wholi» is

î.

from over 3,000 farms liste*! with us for sale in Maint.', Vermont, 'ÈPm
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, Delaware and Maryland; 5 to
1,000 acre·, |600 to |a>,000: ou ea.-y terms. Cul- show the buildings on 80 of these farms. Saaa
hava tfacfc. taala aad kiawfcaU farailara lacluded. All described iu detail with travelling instructions so that you can visit the form and trade with the owner. It is the moet complete book of
real farm bargains ever issued. Just out: mailedJ*ee. Write to-day. Address
E. A. STROUT. ISO Nimiu St, Ν. V. City, Tramoat Taaapla, Botloa, or Augusta, Maiaa.
Η

No. 5K.—Rtddlemeree.

My first Is in bread, but not In bun;
Second is In leap, not in run;
Third Is In vine, not In twig;
Fourth in schooner, not in bris;
Fifth Is in sons, not in word;

**

Our guaranty never runs out.
We make Sewing Machines to suit all condition!
Hon*'' stands at th«
of the trade. The
head of ail II i^li.tfrutle family sewing machines

unie VUIVU.

UUU

10

01

The beheaded letters spell the name
of the eoiuuionest and one of the most
Indispensable thing* in the country.

wear.

Dealers in

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on car:) at
sny K. R. Station from Pownal to Hethel.
the coming year.
E. W. PEN'LEV, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant'a Pond.
May 30, 1904.

purr

IH'Ul'HU

solicit

why he objects.

^L®ntoready
melted butter TRUST~THOSE
.«id
a IS.'!*'
little hot water
adda

In Use For Over 30 Years.

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St..

began

butter and 1 of flour in pan on top of That's

ALWAYS

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

i»utUDintnW
Jhi

dish or box.
Behead a fruit and have part of the

CASTORIA

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

f°\d

a

GENUINE

Portrait Work

High Gade

attack of whooping cough, one of them
in the paroxysm of coughing would often
faint and bleed at the nose. We tried
everything we beard of without getting
We then called in onr family
relief.
doctor who prescribed Foley's Honey
and Tar. With the very first doee they
to improve aud we feel that it has

S if»

What is CASTORIA

Picture Frames

"Do you like honey?" asked the fly.
"Yes," answered Jack.
"Then, If you will spare me, I will
tell you where you cuu go and get all
declared
you want without trouble,"
the lame fly.
"Where?" asked the dog.
The bluebottle fly raised himself on
his hind legs and pointed to a hive not

quite stiff add a little vinegar and so on saved their lives." Refuse substitutes.
W,th the oil> which can be F. A. Shurtleff & Ci>.
added in large quantities after it begins
Hl:i NOiJbe very thick
The elderly maiden had recently incjcen. It should
can buy.
θΠ ha8 been added; herited a 640-acre farm.
tar away and told Jack that if he
'9
°f·the
*dd?llemon juice. Just before servLater a young man from an, adjoining would g> there he could get all the
will be at Elm House, Norway Cures Piles
No. 58.—ForelKu Couatrlea.
i„®D
of cream ; cream may be village appeared upon the scene.
honey he could eat.
C1U1?
°D2
1
axis
OSiï!
5n a pan °' lce
'D
One of the extremities of an
"Will you be ray wife?" he asked. "I
Thursday, Feb. 2, and 1st Thursday
DeWitt's Is the original and only pure and
Inlj the hole in the hive Jack stuck
love you with my whole heart."
Offict genuine Witch Hazel Salve made. Look for and a conjunction make a foreign water
of each following month.
his uose, and railed I1Î3 tongue arouud
the
"For the land's sake!" exclaimed
the name De WITT on every box. All otheis country.
PLACE
hours, 10:30 a M. to 4 p. M.
MARBLE
It was the
PIERCE'S
FANNIE
among th.» honeycomb.
giddy old girl.
are counterfeit, Μ1,Α*βο·γ
A cave and an Indication make a forhe had ever tasted, but
PICKLES.
sweetest
Eyes Examined free.
honey
!
B. C. DeWITT A CO., CHICAOO.
eigu country.
A TRIED AND TRUE FRIEND. just as he was beginning to enjoy it
0t
vine«ar· 3 onions
K.
A.
Shurtleff
&
Co.
Sold by
of ground mustard, 1-4
Minute Cough Cure contains not most lie met with an unpleasant sur1-4
One
sliced,
pound
No. ηβ.—Charade.
of salt, 1 ounce of white ginger- an atom of any harmful drug, and it has prise.
pound
DRILL WELLS for your NEIGHBORS
From a small beginning, a consonant.
root, ounces of mustard seed, 2 ounces been curing Coughs, Colds, Croup and
The whole family of bees—and it was
We come to it populous town.
We can «tart vou tu a μανία* business un"
J. WALDO NASH,
has
pepper-corns 1 ounce stick cinnamon, Whooping Cough so long that it
a very large family—set upon his nose
-mai: capital
Machines easy aa<l simple to
Whence many a mun goes sailing away
friend
true
and
articles
a
tried
the
above
be
itself
to
W rite for free 11 lustrâtes) catalogue
proven
operate
To places of renown.
and open mouth and tongue, and every
:0ves; loose, excepting to
fh
and full InfortnaUoD.
the many who use it. Mrs. Gertrude
I
Next romes a verb, a transitive one.
of them drove his sting hard and
i vinegarwhich
is tied up in E. Fenner, Marion, Ind., says: "Cough- one
And these divisions three
tender flesh of poor Jack.
STAR DRILLING MACHINE CO.
Will form ray very Important whole.
•i bag.
Wash the cucumbers and put in ing and straining so weakened me that I fast Into the
MASONIC BLOCK,
had swolls
Office: 104 Fulton. St. Ν. Y.
fitctory: Akron, O.
Important to a degree.
pre»)aration cold. Stir fre- run down in weight from 148 to 02 In an instant the dog nose
After trying a number of reme- en s;i large that he could not withdraw
NORWAY.
pounds.
Connection.
Telephone
dies to no avail, One Minute Cough Cure It from the hole, and he howled with
No. 57.—Bebeadmeata.
EI.LEN JACKSON'S CODFISH AND EGG8.
Sold by F. A. pain.
cured me."
a
have
and
entirely
breadth
little
of
Behead
PARKER'S
I
Soak over night the fish. Remove Shurtleff & Co.
The lame fly crawled up and cried:
HAIR BALSAM
weapon for a bow.
fromι water, place in fresh water and let
Clrtrwi Ai.il bvautifle* the hair.
"That serves you right for breaking
lux '«ι*··! çrowtî
a
Behead to puff up and have tardy.
bo'la few minutes. Pick up fish, and
He—But what does your father see in
&*v*r Faila to Keetore Gwy
my wing."
Behead metal cord and have auger.
bard and chopped; me to object to?
Hair to it» Youthful Color,
» & hiif ta
Cure) Bcsip
It was several minutes before Jack
She—He don't see anything in you.
Behead slipped and have the cover of just before serving put 1 tablespoon of
Dru^ <»t*

Licensed Taxidermist,

'*
Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good" are T;nt
and
with
endanger the heal', ii <,f
Experiments that trifle
against Experiment.
and
Children—Experience
Inflmts

All

pigment.

Permanently

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under liis por^0
supervision since its infancy.
/COCCJUM Allow no one todeceive you in this.

—

man

ING COUGH.
Mrs. Ellen Harlison, of 300
Avenue, Kansas City, Mo., writes
lows: "Ouf two children had a

In; new as I have not felt for
1
long tine, In fact, ten years.
L.
am recommending your True
F.' Bitters to all my friends and
tolling them what good It has
done for me. Ycu may use my
Alfred J.
n:m« If ycu wish."

in Ten
Years

i*"'8
Ln
a£dΐma"

whole just before serving.

'L. F.' Bitters for my blood, end
pleated to say that I am feel··

em

than he
had felt

ed the fly.
"Well, whut is It?" asked Jack, puzzled to bear what the bluebottle had to

who
cut in
"True," replied the young
ce a few of the nicest lettuce floor-walks in a dry goods emporium beleaves around a salad bowl, tear the tween meals, "but some women get madaod mix with the der than that."
celerv
Place on ice an
y
apples.
,
Pour French dressing on the DREADFUL ATTACK OF WHOOPhour.

âices
JÏÏ?·

rlliil rtU

Better

"Man," remarked the boarder who
reads the scientific pages of patent
medicine almanacs, "can stand a heat of

Head of lettuce, stalk of celery cut in 300 degrees."

"AJSo-j/ no to write you iliese
it-J lines to let you knew thai I
have fakeη one bottle of your

ι

_

"What a fearful annoyance are these i
flies!" exclaimed Jack, the dog. one i
of the
warm spring day as half a dozen
Insects buzzed about bis

say.

Miss

of vinemr until and I am now cured of the dieease. On
have
my recommendation many people
1-2 teaspoon of used Foley's Honey and Tar. Its effect
of sugar. Stir until was almost miraculous, and I am now
Remove cured of the disease. On my recomM cream·
s,owly2 tablespoons mendation many people have used Foley's
Have vegetable and Honey and Tar, and always with satisbefore mixing and faction." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

several days if kept in
LIZZIE

J

This dressing will keep
P

at once.

serve

WITCH HAZEL

THI ORIGINAL.

Te,ry

eggS

fire<
•alt Lnrf
salt
and 1? teaspoon

per box.

SALVE

n*/2

I

Jack and the Honey

Mr. Wise—So everybody would
sorry he was dead, I guess.

I to sing?Screecher—Why

Grateful Praise

For

Utile Polks

Mr. Wise—My brother particularly
requested that you should sing at his
funeral.

I above

SALAD

CABBAGE

3
tard te1»11
in 3 tablespoons

p..n

I

fiti ΛηΙπτ&Ι 5tory

"Why should I have pity on you?"
asked the dog.
"Because I have something to tell
answeryou that Is of interest to you,"

crisp I CHRONIC BRONCHITIS CURED.

DRESSING.

A FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Justus will
be mailed on application to any part of
the Γηited States. Address Foster-MilSold by all
burn Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y.

dealers; price, tifty

immediately.
toothpicks.

HIBBABD'S

EMMA

permanent

a

the

to

I

(gestion,

of toast
For ten years I had chronic bronchitis
Do not re- so bad that at times I could not «peak

serve

move

sical swelling of the feet. The uriuary
passages were painful, and the secretions
were discolored and so free that often
I had to rise at night. I felt tired all
day. Half a box served to relieve me,
three

"irrl°'!

Season

thing. and often I could hardly straighten
The aching was bad in the
my i>aik.
daytime, but just as l>ad at night, and I
I was
was always lame in the moruing.
bothered with rheumatic pains and drop-

aud

u°tn " ","*·η'·

JACKSON'S PIQS IN BLANKETS.
large oyster· with «alt and
in bacon cut TerJ thin and

KLLKN

when stooping
lift anyto

JUSTUS.

I

|

stand-

These

troubles. Ton forget you have a stomach from the very day you begin taking
it This is because it gets a rest—recuperates and gradually grows so strong
and healthy that it troubles you no
E. L. Baboock, Amherst, Minn.,
more.
remesays: "I have taken a great many
dies for indigestion bnt nave found nothRecipes of a Few Perto end South ing equal to Kodol Dyspepsia Cure."
Kodol digests what you eat, cores IndiParis Çooks.
Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach, Belchng, Heartburn and all Stomach Troubles.
ANNA ATWOOD'8 COLD MEAT DRESSING. Its
preparation is the result of many
4 tablespoone of vinegar. 1 eg?
years of research. Sold by F. A. Shurtbeaten, 1 tablespoon of augar, 1 teaspoon I leff A Co.
butter size of walnut; cook

well!

De WITT'S

Eggs for Hatching.

From pure

y. A letter in novel.

*Mie.

I suffered

pecially
8IDNLV

50 YEARS*

We have endeavored in these column·
give its reader* recipes from very exNo. S3.—Diamond.
perienced oooka and we ahall occasional2. A bright
1. A letter In novel.
ly favor them with like column·. If our
folor. 3. Wrath. 4. A purveyor. 5.
anything that would do to
An edible plant, β. A kind of tree. 7. publish in thie column it would be grateRaging mad. 8. Having existed η loug fully received.
to

the most severe
backache and
other pains in
the region of
the k i dneys.

Sts.,1

:

Offluown»
Oxford
uolumw,

Sidney Justus, fruit dealer, of Mentor,
"I was cured by Doan's
Ohio, says:
Kidney Pills of a severe case of kidney
trouble ο f
eight or ten
ing.

NORWAY,

»

Whea suffering daily torture
From backache, rheumatic pain.
Any ill of kidneys or bladder,
Turn to Doau's Kidney Pills.
A cure endorsed by thousands.
Read an old man's tribute.

years'

Corner Main and Danforth

»

Cured of a Terrible Case After Tea
Years of Suffering.

«Othe tail!
1Edltor_ Ηομμαιπι*

Cta^SSt2f,leÂ5r«topl0·
Λ Deaoormt. Part*. Msio„

An Ohio Fruit Raiser, 78 Years OM,

Carpets

Wool
»o

AN OLD MATS TRIBUTE

—

FORGET ABOUT TOUR STOMACH. I
If your indigestion Is bad the vital |
and
organ· of your body are not fed
They
nourished as they should be.
Kodol
grow weak and invite disease.
Dyspepsia Cure digests what yon eat,
stomach
and all
cores indigestion

HOMEMAKERS COLUMN.

by Almont,

.......

luary Lciratce,2.31 1.2; Uereer Boy.

by Dictator,

id dam, Mermaid

O^ealetta, 2.'.".· 3-4: grandhin of
Luc.rct'a, 2.20; Blaine, 8.27 1-2; dam of Λ mont
»lie
uf 1.
Dictator,
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S
Sinter uf 1.1

FOR SAM?.

TERMS

A second-hand set of the AmeriEdition of Chambers' Encyclopedia, 15 volumis, all in excellent
condition. $12.50 buys the set. For

:

$25 TO WARRANT.

Jr., I

STABLE, SOUTH

11 .'I.

I'ARIS

MK.

ALL MAKES AT OWNERS' RISK.

QUAKEK RANGE

can

particulars address,
Oxford Democrat Office,

South Paris.

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.
REDUCED RATES.
9100.
91.00

Portland to Boetoii,
ntaeroome,

....

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, and India Wharf, Boston,
daily except Sunday, at 7 p. m.

Freight

rates

ather lines.

J.

always

F. LISCOMB,

as

low

as

Wharf,

Portland, Me

I

NOTICE.

District Court of the United StaU*s for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

in the
η

the matter of

1

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

Agent.

Franklin

! ,n n,.k_nt,„
ALPHONSE L.
n®nkruptcy. |
VANDKNKERt KHOVKV. f
of Bethel, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of Alphonse L. Vandenperhaps even more injurious.—Family 1 :erckhoren, In: the County of Oxford and die1 rict aforesaid
Doctor.
Notice is hereby riven that on the 8th day of
tpril. A. D. 1905. the said Alphonse L. Vanden<
ierckhoven was duly abjudicated bankrupt, and
Conceited.
bat the first meeting of hi creditors will be
across
a
ever
come
the
Lyles—Did you
leld at the Court Uonse, In South Paris, on
eth day of April. A. 1». 1906, at 10 o'clock In the
more conceited fellow than Bulger?
orenoon, at which time the said creditors may
They say he is an atheist, and I be- Mend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, exlieve be is. Bonter—I wouldn't like to ■mine the bankrupt and transact such other
said
1 usine·· as
may properly come before
go so far as that, but I know that be
South Parla, April 8,1906.
doesn't recognize the existence of a suG KO. A. WILSON.
perior being.—Town and Country.
Referee la Bankruptcy

to

Dn

remove

as

they

are

without bolts.
50 cts.Down
V-'Mfh/

,nd

"

to'

CASTORIA For Infants and Chiidren.

TjiJUrt ÏM HmAlfin Btntbl

50 cts.

.w.ek.t

\v-v

ST?

put

